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This study examines how English learning is experienced among Hong Kong 
school boys and girls in order to find out the subtle gender hierarchy 
embedded in this 'feminine' and 'female dominated' subject. It explores a 
possible explanation to the gendered achievement gap observed in the public 
English exams in response to the boys' underachievement discourse. I stayed 
in a local Band one EMI working class secondary school for more than 100 
hours over 17 school days and 'special days' participating as much of the 
school life as I could and recoded my observation in field notes. I observed a 
class of Form one boys and girls in their English lessons and various English 
related activities for more than 60 hours and sound-recoded group and 
individual in-depth interviews. More than 26 students and a teacher were 
interviewed. The sound recording of over 1000 minutes were selectively 
transcribed. Teaching material and personal writings were collected. 
In this report, I attempted to discuss a 'language education' question, utilizing 
feminist perspectives. I have shown that both boys and girls are less willing to 
engage in English learning because it is an inferior and feminine subject, 
positioned in the lower end of the knowledge hierarchy under a masculine 
definition of knowledge. Contrast with the absolute importance of English in 
the social rhetoric, boys constructing different kinds of masculinities will keep 
a distance of various lengths from the subject and the inferiority attached to it. 
Girls generally do not feel the urge to keep distance as they are already 
positioned as inferior and feminine in the gender hierarchy in other areas of 
life. Some boys are not comfortable with learning The alien language of and 
be positioned as inferior in the colonizer/colonized hierarchy where native like 
English proficiency is the normative ideal to pursue. They refused to learn or 
use English altogether. Sometimes they find ways to honour and utilize their 
indigenous resources; other times they imagine overpowering colonialism via 
a show of masculinity. The findings suggest the inadequacy of the concept of 
a boys-friendly language education and the weakness of the deficiency model 
of female teachers in dealing with the boys' underachievement discourse, 
which are elaboration of the superiority/inferiority, male/female dichotomy. 
Action research on a humanistic approach in English education, ethnography 
on the Chinese Language subject and gendered English learning experience 
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Section One: The Research Question, theoretical context and 
methodological considerations 
CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction: The 'Language Education' Question 
As the title of the thesis suggests, this study is about how the English subject 
in Hong Kong is experienced in a gendered way. It is initiated as a critical 
response to the popular concern of the "poor" situation of boys' academic 
underachievement in the subject. The major aim of this study is two-fold. First, 
it aims at giving a picture of how the learning of English is experienced among 
Hong Kong boys and girls. Second, it aims at understanding the impact of 
their learning experience on their differential achievement in the English 
subject. I shall now set the ground for conducting this study by explaining the 
personal, practical and theoretical significance so that we can make sense of 
the details in the following chapters. 
1.1 The Gendered Achievement Gap in English 
1.1.1 Personal Encounter: The 'Poor Boys?' Forum 
I mean, it's not bad to have more female teachers, they are caring, lovely, 
blah blah blah. But the point is, we boys have no model for a real 
man-like English 'configuration'. We found that when we speak in 
English, the intonation, the sound make us feel like we are kinda sissy, 
cos we have already imitate the way females, our teachers, speak. So we 
ain't eager to have any fun with the language anymore And that's 
why, not being narcissistic, [a male peer] and I got a great obligation here: 
we have to save our boys in 2 years time (if we can get a job...) 
(Male student teacher, Re: 'Poor Boys-', Sep 8’ 2003, emphasis added) 
It was a few years ago when I just started my third year of language education 
degree. I created a discussion thread in a course's online forum with a 
burning question in mind after listening to a male friend's experience. I asked 
my classmates if they agreed that boys suffer from doing less well in English 
because they are taught and tested in 'female' ways by the predominating 
female teachers, and if, on the other hand, boys gain higher grade than they 
deserve because of the lower expectation on their English proficiency. And 
there was this reply from one of the scarce male fellows from the group. It was 
almost irresistible to 'admit the truth' when he honestly asserted my worry with 
his first-person experience as a past student and as an English teacher. The 
deterministic 'crime' to fail my boys had haunted me as a female teacher. 
I am confident to be a caring teacher but this is certainly not enough. From the 
day I applied the language education programme, I has always aspired to be 
a capable English teacher as many of us did (and what does it help to be a 
lovely teacher?). But I will never reach that end because, 3s a fernale I 
cannot help but will always fail my boys! While the frustration continued, the 
experienced instructor added: 'boys, don't despair. My experience and 
observation is that with the same performance, boys will get a higher 
grade than girls!' (Male instructor, Re: 'Poor Boys〜，’ Sep 18，2003). It was first 
the boys' failure that made me sad both about myself and the boys, but now, if 
boys really gain from lower expectation at the expense of girls, then we are 
doing injustice to both boys and girls. The statement was not in any way an 
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encouragement to me. 
As I look back, there was not a single course I found related to gender issues 
in the 4-year teacher training programme. When I wanted to try an 
independent study on gender in my last year, I found myself so poorly 
equipped that I had to give up. 
This anecdote may not bother a lot of people. Even my female fellow students 
did not take the discussion very seriously. It is after all a personal trouble and 
arguably an oversensitive one. But this trouble is not solely an imagined one. 
My fellow students did speak of their observations in various teaching 
experiences and perceived boys as less bright in English. Some quoted 
research findings and claimed from biological to sociological explanations for 
the gender difference in language. Some denied the difference and asserted 
there must be good female teachers who do good to boys and girls. Gender 
issues in (language) education are not invisible among teachers, in- or 
pre-service. And their observations do not seem to be exceptional when we 
turn to the results of public examinations. 
1.1.2 The Statistics: The Achievement Gap in English 
When we take a closer look at the statistics of the HKCEE exam over the 
years, girls in general outperform boys in most subjects and are closing the 
gap in male-dominated subjects such as math and physics (detailed account 
see Choi Po-King ^, 2003/2004’ Choi, 2006). Here I highlight that the 
languages are the only exceptions where girls outperform boys persistently 
First and surname name is provided for a first reference to avoid assumption of 'all male scholars'. 
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Figure 2: Math grade ratio by gender 
In 1977，there were more than two times of boys who got grade A to C in Math, 
2 All figures calculated from 蔡寶壤（2003^004); Grade ratio (girls per 100 boys)=averaged no of girls/ averaged no of 
boys*100=(no of girls in grade range N/total no of girls)/ (No of boys in grade range N/total no of boys)* 100 
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Figure 1 : English and Math grade ratio by gender 
for nearly thirty years. 
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Figure 3 English grader ratio by gender 
On the other hand, number of girls getting grade A to C in English ranges 
narrowly from 1.5 to two times over the years. While girls are catching up in all 
subjects, boys do not react in the same way. 
It is not hard to find the changing patterns. Girls outperform boys in general. 
The narrowing gender gap in almost all subjects (including the traditionally 
male subjects like Math and Physics) suggests that the sociocultural 
explanation overcomes the natural ones (Grace C. L. Mak, 2006). Yet the 
picture is not the same for languages, the traditionally female subjects. For 
English, girls getting grade A to C are nearly twice as many as boys over 
nearly three decades since compulsory education. A school teacher report 
similar calculation from term tests and exams from a school he served in 
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increasing gradually and steadily, the number is approaching to equal while 
boys are doing slightly better than girls. 
S A O 过
 O O T
 a w d s l y l D 
(Chung Sze-Kwong, 2006). (This is the school I visited in this study.) By only 
looking at this rather stable trend, biological ground on ability difference may 
serve to explain, but when we consider the changing patterns of all other 
subjects, we can hardly single out language subjects and say only languages 
are not influenced socially. 
1.2 The Research Problematic 
1.2.1 Deeper Sense of Fairness 
Then how can we explain the exam result in languages that is so stable over 
the years, which is an exception from other subjects? Why boys have no 
progress in their relatively weak area while girls do? What have changed or 
have not changed in the subjects that shape the performance of boys? How 
do we understand the phenomenon so to inform our teaching, and without 
casually blaming (female) teachers and students, boys and girls for the 
responsibility? The lack of gender perspective in treating this issue (e.g. 
increase male teachers) does not seem to resolve it (e.g. increase guilt of a 
female teacher of language). 
In explaining the phenomenon, we opt for a deeper sense of fairness (Mak, 
2006),which means in this study the focus shift from blaming individuals 
(teachers and students), the level most Second Language Acquisition studies 
focus (Kwan Hoi-Yan, 2002).丨 would like to move beyond an individual level 
explanation (e.g. stupid (vs. clever), naughty (vs. behaving), lazy (vs. 
hardworking) students fail to achieve in English (and of course in many other 
subjects)) to an institutional level, cultural and social (e.g. political pressure 
under education reform, fashionable pedagogies or curriculum (e.g. 
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communicative approach? Student-centred approach?), social expectation 
from parents, teachers, school, students themselves) and its concrete 
operation on individuals. I look at the gendered features of school knowledge, 
in this case English, and how individual students as autonomous beings take 
actions accordingly in their learning process. 
1.2.2 Faster than the gene can travel 
There are internal and external explanations suggested by previous research. 
The internal ones include self-directed learning skills and aptitudes. Nan 
Dar-Nimrod and Steven J. Heine (2006), through experiments, confirmed the 
negative stereotype threats lower women's Math performance and in return 
consolidate the stereotype on gendered aptitudes. The internal explanations 
seem not sufficient alone. On the other hand, the school organization 
(single-sex or co-ed schools) and certain components of school knowledge 
are suggested to explain the gender gap in the academic performance. As the 
statistics hint at the complicated situation within a particular subject, the 
school organization is not the main concern of the study. 
The study does not explore whether sex differences exist in their language 
ability, instead, it investigates how girls and boys experience their English 
learning, which hopefully will answer why the gender gap in languages 
remains basically unchanged despite the changing patterns of other subjects. 
The biological factor is not to be ignored; however, this observation alone 
does not sufficiently exclude the possible existence of other factors. Some 
'universal' observations could be found not quite so from a historical review 
(e.g. the changing gender patterns of exam result in subjects other than 
languages). And even from the 'evolutionary' perspective some psychologists 
suggest, the persistence of gender differences in language (and other) 
abilities first accumulated, then inherited in the body still cannot count social 
factors out. If we go back to the exam result, the evolutionary perspective 
does not help - girls' progress is 'faster than the gene can travel' (Robert 
Rosenthal & Rubin Donald, 1982, quoted in Karen Karp, 2002, p.283). 
In short, this research attempts to answer the ignored English achievement 
gap question in feminist perspective, not at the statistical level but at 
experiential level where social context is attended and students are treated as 
gendered beings. 
1.3 Form One Students in a Band One EMI Working Class School in 
Hong Kong 
It is necessary to portray the status of the school and the role played by 
English in order to better understand the results of the research. Here are 
some characteristics of the students in the study and the context they are 
situated in. 
1.3.1 Form One: Transition and Reflection 
These Form One students were sometimes able to give a reflection on their 
learning stimulated by the transition to a new environment from their primary 
school. Their satisfaction and dissatisfaction from the change or absence of 
change brought the issues they were most concerned with to the surface. 
Also, they had just succeeded in the severe competition of getting streamed 
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to one of the English as the medium of instruction (EMI) schools which 
prestige will more or less take them a long way in further study and career. At 
this early stage of life, they are already able to see the importance of English 
and EMI schools in their life. 
1.3.2 Hong Kong: Pressure and Chance of Using and Learning English 
The majority of Hong Kong people speak Cantonese. Speaking English 
without a good reason would be socially inappropriate in daily communication 
in one's family and communities. English is not in the same language family 
as Chinese. It is a linguistically, culturally distant language for Cantonese 
people. Therefore, learning and using the language mainly happens in 
classrooms. This puts a lot of burden to the English teachers and English 
classes. 
The English Campaign, the imposition of the university exit English 
assessment, the MOI policy in schools and in universities ... With the 
propaganda put forth by businessmen's initiatives and the government's, the 
dominant discourse is that the education system has failed for its purpose to 
raise students' English standard. 
1.3.3 Working Class Families: Importance of English and Pressure to 
Raise English Achievement 
Importance of English is always so much emphasized, and its importance is 
especially great in the eyes of working class parents who are working hard to 
earn little while watching educated people comfortably sitting in 
air-conditioned offices. They want their children to achieve in schools and 
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exams, and one key is to achieve in English. English symbolizes an upper 
class privileges. It is also required in career advancement, professional and 
academic domains. English is important for getting into universities (though 
may not be necessary in the course of study). It is often double or triple 
counted, compared to other A-level or AS-level subjects, in the admission 
formula, as recounted in admission talks in universities. 
1.3.4 Band One EMI Working Class School 
In the time of reform, there is a pressure for schools to compete and survive 
(in Hong Kong, a lot has been said about the '"school-killing" trend, whereby 
schools with insufficient intake are denied government support and thereby 
eliminated). The pressure added on the English departments is great, 
especially those in working class schools. English teachers have to work hard 
at improving public exams results and also organizing English-related 
'activities'- visible selling points such as banners on the schools' walls, 
admission talks in primary schools, promotional stalls in shopping malls, etc 
With the imposition of the labels English as Medium of Instruction (EMI) or 
Chinese as Medium of Instruction (CMI), many schools competed to get into 
the exclusive circle of EMI schools to show that their students were brighter 
students as proven by their ability to learn in English. For EMI schools they 
have to keep up their products to their names. 
For the school I visited, it was a Band One school in the district and enjoyed a 
good reputation among parents and primary teachers for years. Years ago, I 
myself got into this school because a primary school teacher recommended it 
to me. I did not have a lot of money for private tutoring and believed that I was 
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among the brighter students so I would not need extra help other than school 
teaching. Though it has become mixed and getting to the two extremes, 
students entering this school were still basically working class and would 
depend a lot on the school despite how supportive their families were. This 
school still upheld values such as conformity, hard work, self discipline and 
academic advancement among others. In other words, the school and the 
students generally were academically oriented and they felt a pressure to 
advance in English. It is also an EMI school that was, unfortunately, not 
particularly outstanding for bringing about English advancement, so the 
pressure for them could be higher than those EMI schools who were 
resourceful materialistically or culturally. 
1.3.5 English Language Education in Hong Kong 
According to Lin (1997a), an input/output model of language learning and a 
cognitive model of the learner is the predominant discourse related to English 
learning. A Hong Kong child is seen as being exposed to far too much 
Cantonese and far too little Standard Chinese and English. This sees the 
learners as ahistorical, non-social, non-cultural, cognitive computers. This, 
unfortunately, seems to be the model underlying many current second and 
foreign language learning and teaching theories. It seems to assume that 
when immersed in an environment full of English, students cannot help but 
learn the language. What underlies this model is a form of environmental 
determinism. This model of language learning is one-sided. It does not 
consider the transformation of social relations and sociocultural identity and 
the confrontation and interaction of different social and cultural worlds 
involved in language learning. It is assumed that given enough motivation, 
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anyone can obtain adequate exposure to English which can then lead to 
success in learning English. If one fails in the language learning, it is the 
individual's lack of ability, initiative, or ambition that is to be blamed. 
According to Lin (2003)，many teacher education courses do not seem to 
have gone too far beyond the progressive liberal educational principles that 
Dewey proposed almost three quarters of a century ago: individualism, 
liberalism, empiricism, secularism and pragmatism that might roughly be 
summed up as Dewey's progressive liberal educational principles and his 
social and political visions. To Dewey, education is instrumental in achieving a 
progressive democratic society. It might be surprising to find that many of 
today's pedagogical recommendations do not seem to have gone far beyond 
the normative order outlined above, for instance, whole language approaches, 
communicative language teaching approaches, experience-based 
approaches, creative, learner-centred, meaning-based approaches and 
task-based approaches. 
In short, the dominating theory of English education in Hong Kong is very 
much monolingual immersion. With the schools' increasing of overseas 
immersion programmes or study tours, I see more inclination towards this 
Deweyian approach, which is an approach that school teachers had 
complained about for its infeasibility in local working class schools. I would 
say the same applies to the school I visited. 
1.3.6 School Ethos 
teacher's authority and fluid power hierarchy 
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Unsurprisingly, teachers' authority in this school was obvious as in most 
schools. The school had installed, in recent years, a Principal's one minute 
talk in the lunch session. At other times, he made rounds in the corridor and 
watched over through the windows or at times entered classes directly when 
they were having lessons. The vice-principal stood at the front gate inspecting 
students with a long face, with his hands folded at the back. The vice-principal 
also added new partitions to separate his desk from others in the staff room. 
(We can also see rude secretary monitoring visitors and even teachers and 
students, to see if they follow school rules, as well as rude janitors suspecting 
visitor's good intentions.) 
Students told me about their powerlessness in talking back in front of the 
teacher (they might swear or laugh behind the teacher); in rejecting 
unreasonable commands (one of the girls, Rebecca, said she 'aspired' to 
have the courage to resist, borrowing an imaginary power from parents). 
After all, principals and teachers (and also secretaries and janitors) were 
enjoying a high level" of authority and maintained a hierarchical relationship 
with students. However, this relationship was sometimes fluid. When the 
Principal waved in the singing contest like a child, when he gave out English 
books as free gifts in book fair like Santa Claus, when he received zero 
response from students in his book sharing and he quietly left, when another 
janitor played with the students in his free time and when I told students how 
kind was their Discipline teacher and how funny that they all thought he was 
so scary...when I was experiencing all these moments, I did not feel the 
distance the school kept from students; I remembered the school's pride in 
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their caring culture. 
However, when I knew about the new school rules about trivia like width of the 
arms of spectacles and details of shoes, I wondered how much had been 
changing bit by bit from the school I used to know. When I witnessed how the 
school's latest attempts like 'book sharing competition' with parents as judges, 
I wondered how the school had followed and had to follow the direction of 
education reform and opt for marketization and doing 'public relations' and 
risked to give a wrong message to the students who took the prizes seriously 
in reflecting their reading achievement ridiculously based on their oral 
performance. 
academic orientation and attempts in promoting English 
Traditionally, English is not the most outstanding performance of the school. 
The Reading Day, reading time and English day were obvious statements for 
the school's goal to improve students' English. However, I did not see 
effective actions in promoting English or reading. I regard the book sharing 
competition as a contradiction to its purpose made known by the name itself. 
Students reported their view on the hopeless attempt of English day in each 
school cycle with strong emotional rejection to additional workload or using 
English in teachers of other subjects and the low hope for learning English in 
this inauthentic context. The contradiction was serious between teachers' 
confidence in the 'learn-without-notice' approach (with some sense of no-pain 
learning) and students' strong demand on knowing what to learn, and where 
they are in their progress and as compared to others (for details of the 
contradiction, see chapter four). 
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The Principal seemed to aim at an English standard of an elite school - where 
English is used daily with ease. He praised the legendary boy who got 8 grade 
A's in Certificate level exam including English. He praised this boy in his 
boring, heavily local-accented but fluent speech at which the students and I 
were 'bored to death' (see more on the meaning of boredom in chapter four). 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Gender and English as a Second/Foreign Language Education Studies 
in Contexts 
In this chapter, I am going to draw up the framework in which I conduct my 
study based on the theoretical work related to gender and English as a 
second/foreign language education studies. Namely, I will review the literature 
concerning the (arguable) rise of gender and education research, particularly 
those on qirls and math. science and technology education and the later turn 
to boys and (modern/ foreign) language education under the prevailing 
discourse of 'boys' underachievement'. Alongside these, I shall explain how 
feminist post-structuralist insights on the former area of study (and some 
other) inform my research direction of the latter to go beyond a deficiency 
model for students and teachers, girls and boys. Research questions and 
structure of this report are stated at the end. 
2.1 Theoretical Contexts: From male dominated subjects to female 
dominated subjects 
2.1.1 A Brief History of Changing Focus in Gender and Education 
Research 
gender and education: girls and Math, science and technology 
education 
Social scientists and educational researchers had paid little attention to 
gender issues in education until the advent of the Women's Movement in the 
1970s (Jennifer Pearson, 2007, Sara Delamont, 2002). The emerging 
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research on gender and education raised questions about equality of 
opportunity and outcome, experiences of education, content of education, the 
opinions of students and teachers and the interlocking of gender, class and 
ethnicity factors (Delamont, 2002). Since then, studies in many industrialized 
countries, particularly Britain, Australia and the USA, have focused mainly on 
girls and issues around them, emphasizing girls' disadvantage (Delamont, 
2002; Gaby Weiner, Madeleine Arnot & Miriam David, 1997; Marcus 
Weaver-Hightower, 2003). Topics included sexism in teaching materials and 
among teachers, attention and learning opportunity imbalance from teachers, 
and boys' domination in classrooms. Apart from the studies on schooling 
process in general, one of the major areas of study was girls and Math, 
Science and Technology education, the traditionally male-dominated domains. 
Girls, given equal access to enrollment under mass education, tended not to 
elect these subjects, and if they did, they scored less than boys (and still so 
now, though less severely). It was of particular interest to feminist and 
pro-feminist researchers to encourage girls to enter into male-dominated 
career fields. Yet it goes beyond the academia and became a public concern, 
in our ever increasingly technological society, partly for labour market reasons 
(Karp, 2002; Else-Marie Staberg, 1994). 
gender and education: boys and literacy education 
In the early 70s, an interest in the sexism in language led to the analysis of 
stereotypes in textbooks. But it soon became unpopular because the effect of 
the material depends very much on how the teachers use it. There was a shift 
from analyzing textbooks and materials to interactional research in classroom. 
It had also brought us stories of boys' domination, teachers' lack of attention 
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or low quality attention to girls, harassment and sexist jokes. Disadvantaged 
girls were often the focus, boys (and male teachers) appeared to be a 
'shadowy other' (Weaver-Hightower, 2003). 
In fact, the concerns about boys can be traced back to as early as 1693, there 
being the complaints of boys' failure to learn both Latin (as a foreign language) 
and their mother tongue, English. It was the feminization of boys, with 
predominating female teachers, that became a concern at the turn of the 
century (Weaver-Hightower, 2003). The concern about boys' 
underachievement, especially in literacy/ language, and their masculinity had 
often been raised as crisis. But it is only until recently these become the 
centre of media attention, policy making, pedagogical intervention and 
research in gender and education. There is this sweeping panic on boys' total 
failure in every aspect. The new gender gap’ is so obvious that boys seem to 
be becoming 'the second sex' {BusinessWeek, May 26, 2003). Contrasting 
the effort on getting girls into science and technology (e.g. the project GIST in 
Australia - Girls into Science and Technology), what are now emerging are 
projects on boys' education (e.g. Inquiry into the Education of Boys). There 
was a particular concern on boys' literacy, especially modern/foreign 
languages, a most marked area that boys have often done worse than girls. 
gender and education: boys and modern/foreign language 
education 
In the academia, boys, masculinities and education is still a rather young field 
(e.g. Mairtin Mac an Ghaill (1994), Debbie Epstein (1998) and Emma Renold 
(2004)). Works on boys and literacy education is still rare (e.g. Nola Alloway, 
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Pam Gilbert, Rob Gilbert, and Robyn Henderson, 2003). There is sub-branch 
on boys and learning modern/foreign languages (Robert Powell and Julia 
Batters, 1986; Ann Clark and John Trafford, 1995; Krista Court, 2001). The 
works are more scattered. In the UK and Australia, where English is their first 
language, research has done on why boys perform less well. Little is known 
about when English is a second/foreign language. Boys also opt out of French 
and German, as modern/ foreign languages, and some studies probed to ask 
why. Since modern/foreign languages became compulsory in secondary 
school after national curriculum implementation, it became even more a 
concern how boys' progress is and why. Again little research had offered the 
why beyond the what. 
gender and education: boys and learning English as second or 
foreign language 
While English is so widely used all over the world, it is understandable why 
boys (and girls) in English-speaking countries are not motivated to learn a 
second language. Yet this does not explain why more boys than girls opt out. 
In many other countries, English is so emphasized for its importance in work, 
study or other purposes to go abroad that people are so encouraged (if not 
forced) to learn it. In the case of Hong Kong, every local student is required to 
learn English throughout kindergarten to university level. Students may have a 
choice to do or not do English literature but all are asked to brush up their 
language proficiency. With no reference to drop-out rate, test scores become 
an important source representing the situation how boys are doing in English. 
Scholars had described the underachievement of boys in English with 
statistics and urged for further research in this area (Choi, 2003/2004; Mak, 
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2006). 
I shall now map the study in the discussion on boys' underachievement and 
explain how it may contribute to the discussion, locally and internationally. 
the ‘boy turn' research literature and the significance of the study 
categories of the boy turn literature 
Weaver-Hightower (2003) calls the shift of focus from girls to boys in the 
research on gender and education in mid-1990s the 'boy turn'. The term 
captures the false dichotomous 'turn away from girls' and the 'overdue turn to 
boys' (which they finally have. The initiative of this turn came from various 
sources (8 major contributors that he identified) and makes the picture 
complicated. He charted the boy turn research literature into 4 (artificial) 
categories, namely, popular-rhetorical literature, theoretically-oriented 
literature, practice-oriented literature and feminist and pro-feminist responses. 
Popular-rhetorical literature generally argues that boys are disadvantaged by 
schools and schools are 'feminized'. It is frequently essentialist, antifeminist, 
conservative and prone to biological determinism. Theoretically-oriented 
literature uncovers subtle processes of how schools and society produce and # 
modify masculinities but it often ignores public concern and practitioner needs, 
and the academic side of schooling. Practice-oriented literature, in contrast, 
concerns the academic and social problem of boys and the related 
interventions but the solutions are often 'quick fixes' and 'tips for teachers' 
types which are often undertheorized. Feminist and pro-feminist responses 
critique the boy turn, the moral panic over boys, notion of underachievement 
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and the popular-rhetorical backlashes but tend to overlook the good sense of 
the boy turn. The boy turn is understood as a healthy turn 一 'failing to take 
those [boys'] issues seriously merely strengthens the backlash, whereas 
attending to them potentially creates allies' (p. 490). 
2.1.2 Location of my Study 
Insights from the categories 
The categories are useful to locate where my study is: first, I, as a female 
English teacher, started my panic over boys' underachievement and 
'feminized' schools charged in the popular-rhetorical literature and it drove me 
to the way of doing research to resolve it. Then, the feminist responses to the 
boy turn - critique of the rise of boys' underachievement as a discourse - freed 
me from thinking of the underachievement as a truth and as my fault. After 
reviewing several practice-oriented studies, I, as a teacher or a researcher, 
was not satisfied with their quick suggestions to 'boy-friendly language 
learning' (e.g. Clark & Trafford, 1995), treating foreign language learning as 
unproblematic (e.g. Court, 2001) as if doing the same for boys as those for 
girls will simply help. To my mind, doing so ignores the different, complex 
dynamic of boys' and girls' learning experiences - 'for their difficulties are 
qualitatively and quantitatively different and historically contingent' 
(Weaver-Hightower, 2003, p.487). This line of thinking leads me to search for 
a deeper understanding of the phenomenon, hopefully with a solid 
theoretically grounded understanding. But instead of purely theoretical (e.g. 
categorizing forms of masculinities), it should be a study that ultimately 
informs pedagogical practices (incorporating feminist insights (Delamont, 
2002))’ and also, with all these efforts, potentially resolves parts of the public 
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panic, at least mine. 
parallel girls' education studies 
As far as girls' education may concern, the boy turn should not be a 'turn 
away' from girls, rather, a complement to the studies on girls. It should allow 
for studies on underachieving girls (in Hong Kong and elsewhere) for girls still 
remain largely invisible and the risk is for them to be even more invisible in the 
time of shifting attention to boys. It is just to have such studies in parallel with 
the emerging ones on boys' education in order to remind us not to totalize 
girls as having a complete triumph, at the expense of boys. 
Of course it is also the right time to study boys, both achieving and 
underachieving, in order to unmask their actual learning process and its 
relation to achievement in timely response to the public panic and the long 
existed puzzle among teachers. 
the constantly identified and ignored gender gap 
The achievement gap has not gained much attention before. It happens every 
year that girls always outperform in languages and closing the gap in other 
subjects, including Math and Physics. While the statistics is already there for 
so long, it had hardly gained any notice from the public and the academia, 
except a few. It was only when the secondary school allocation issue became 
a court case in 2000 that the gender factor in allocation assessment for 
Primary 6 students had ever caught the public attention whereas the focus of 
the constantly reported HKCEE exam is, however, always the '10A cream'. 
Instead of specific subjects, the overall achievement makes the headlines. 
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Number of 10A boys and girls is compared. It seems to carry the same logic to 
take a quick look at the overall statistics and produce a public panic when 
making the 'worrying' overall marriage rate of men and women the front page, 
from time to time. The details of who, why and how does not matter the press 
and their imagined readers. It is mainly the frustration of the schools, teachers 
and parents of the 'suffering' boys, obviously not the 10A cream, who talk 
about boys' underachievement in concrete terms, and it is where particular 
subjects are discussed. It has been almost thirty years that the gender gaps in 
achievement in various subjects (according to statistics) have been constantly 
identified yet ignored. There is a call for a demystification of the suffering of 
boys in response to, and hopefully relieve, the public panic reflected in and 
produced by the media as well as the irritation among the worrying boys and 
their schools, teachers and parents. 
studying English as a particular subject 
Provided that the changing patterns in exam result is sketched in details, 
focus on a particular subject and the subjectivities of individual students will 
enable a fuller understanding of the reality and complement our 
understanding to the available structural factors, e.g. gender and class (Mak, 
2006). Investigating a particular subject enables subject specific questions 
(Jane Sunderland, 1998) is to recognize its historically and culturally and 
politically conditioned differences in content selection, pedagogical 
approaches, teacher-student relationship among other subjects hence 
different knowledge construction. As such, the English subject is providing 
different lived experiences than any other subjects. For example, we think 
Chinese and English are both languages, and they may provide fairly the 
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same 丨earning experience, but they are certainly not. The English curriculum 
is organized around 4 language skills (and vocabulary building and 
grammatical structures) while the Chinese one is organized around model 
articles. The former stresses more on pragmatic modern values while the 
latter used to highlight the the heritage of cultures and morals (though the 
Chinese curriculum is also changing rapidly these years In Hong Kong�). 
Stemmed in different value systems, manipulated for different political 
purposes, influenced by separate development in pedagogy and curriculum, 
subjects as close as these two have come to own their unique features 
therefore unique provision of learning experiences. This 
cultural-constructedness should not be cancelled out, though their similar 
achievement gaps in exam tempt us to do so. 
The above account implies the potential that any one subject has its unique 
learning experience which is worth studying. Given its consistent gender gap 
in achievement, English does not seem to be a bad choice to start with. 
give voice to boys and girls 
There is a need to give voice to boys and girls in the literature when the public 
panic is so flooded and so flooded that it covers up their vividly lived 
experiences in the process of learning. The need for their voices in the 
academic literature is even more urgent for research into boys and the 
construction of masculinities in educational contexts had hardly begun in 
Hong Kong (Choi, 2006). Language learning is political (Angel M. Y. Lin, 
The mimicking of the English subject in the Chinese subject is a complicated issue that is worth 
exploring. 
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2000), where English is the power language, that of the colonizer. How boys 
(and girls) respond to English learning against this background and the social, 
cultural and symbolic capital it is associated with and whether and how these 
all interact to affect students' English achievement? The context where 
English is situated makes the study of English learning arguably more 
complicated than other subjects. 
learning experiences 
In fact, research in gender and education in Hong Kong has mainly been 
descriptive (e.g. sexist images in textbooks, the changing patterns of gender 
gap in access to education, academic performance and outcomes by 
statistics), the experiential side remains largely under-researched, making the 
in-depth studies by Wong Sai-Yun (1995), Chan Kit-Wah Anita (2001), lately 
Au Mei-Yan Florence (2004) and Lee Wing-Huen Dorothy (2008) scarce 
references. 
In her doctoral thesis, Fung Kam-Yin (2006) examines sex differences in 
English learning in junior secondary school in Hong King, based on a 
territory-wide database from a social psychological perspective. In her 
statistical analysis, she finds that female students have much higher English 
achievement and have higher scores in most of the six learning process 
parameters she sets out. Among the six, male students have higher 
"Motivation of learning English" when controlling "Instrumental Orientation"; 
female students can have higher "Motivation of learning English" if 
"Communicative Orientation" is controlled. She concludes that the learning 
process is complex and the systemic deficiency requires further research. 
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The investigation into the actual process of learning of individuals is expected 
to yield a nuanced understanding of how gender and various factors may 
operate hand in hand in the constitution of the gendered achievement gap. 
Any assumption on biological determination’ feminization of schools and of 
the school subjects or wild imagination of classrooms dominated by either 
girls and boys or a zero-sum game between them should be examined in this 
light. On the other hand, attending areas that studies on Math, science and 
technology education (namely, classroom experiences, ways of knowing and 
identity formation) will be used to contrast the unique dynamics of (if they are 
ever accurately named) 'girls' underachievement' and 'boys' 
underachievement' in English so as to go beyond 'quick fixes' in the 
practice-oriented literature which opt for a boys-friendly language learning. 
With the combination of both, the study is hoped to strike into the heart of the 
problem and give profound and realistic suggestions to educational practices. 
2.2 Borrowing Frameworks from Gender and Mathematics and Science 
Education Studies 
If Harding (Sandra Harding, 2004) phrases the gender and math, science and 
technology studies as asking the woman question in science and the science 
question in feminism, this study on gender and English is asking a 'Language' 
question in feminism. Frameworks used in answering the science question 
are borrowed. 
Part of the science question in feminism is about the discrimination in science 
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education. A deficiency model of girls was adopted. This model aims to find 
out what is wrong about girls and women (Choi, 2003/2004). For example, 
girls who simply work hard in rule-following and rote-memorizing do not really 
learn (Weiner, Arnot and David, 1997). When it comes to boys, it is, beside 
‘too many distractions', the feminized schools and the predominating female 
teachers that fail the boys. Boys are never too 'lazy' or 'stupid'. And it is not an 
aim in this study to therefore find deficiency in boys. Instead of finding 
deficiency and producing guilt, the feminist post-structuralist suggestions 
allow us to explore the features of the subject and how it might have excluded 
either gender. 
2.2.1 Discursive Achievement in the Classroom 
Alison Jones (1993) brings up her and Walkerdine's research on discursive 
achievement in classroom. Walkerdine' study on math argues against the 
usual conception of mathematical terms (e.g. 'more') as abstract and shows 
that the same word was given different implicit meanings to different children, 
middle class or working class. The role play activities require students to 
translate their transaction into abstract mathematical equations. Most girls 
and non-middle class boys tend to resist the shift. The school's educational 
belief on what math is match up with that of middle class boys, making girls 
and some boys difficult in picking up such values in order to fulfill the learning 
of math. In Jones' own study, it was the working-class Pacific Island girls who 
had taken up their cultural beliefs in the wisdom and authority of elders fail to 
be good students in teachers' eye because teachers value independent 
critical thinking. 
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teaching and learning as forms of cultural practice 
Teaching and learning are forms of cultural practice. Achievement is a product 
of the invisible cultural construction of schoolwork in such process. And 
underachievement is the failure to accept certain subject positions offered by 
the school and the subject, their meanings and what they signify in practice. 
Those who fail do not fail because they are deficient in talent or diligence but 
because they have taken up, through their lived experiences, certain subject 
positions which do not overlap with what those achievements requires. 
It is the features of school subjects that we can examine. In the shopping 
games Walkerdine reports (1989，in Jones, 1993), students were required to 
sell or buy goods in 'authentic' situation but in the end they should translate 
those transactions into abstract mathematical equations to prove they have 
learned. Those who fail in equations (though succeeded in transactions) then 
had not grasped the concepts well enough in the teachers' eyes. Meanings of 
the subject, signified in its activities, are culturally constructed as 'calculating 
for abstraction, but not survival'. In order to control math, you have to leave 
the real world behind. These concepts and practices had limited the 
availability of subject positions thus made math difficult to the girls and 
working-class boys. In broader sense it is the educational concepts (signified 
in activities of any subjects) from the school and teachers that matters. The 
problem is not whether 'girls do relatively poorly in math’ and the solution is 
therefore 'more school work, better teaching, and more encouragement'. It is 
the different concepts of school work, authority of teachers and dominant 
discourse of a 'good student' brought by lived experiences regarding their 
class, gender and cultural belief that makes the girls not a good student and 
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not good at math and therefore will never achieve if they do not acculturate. 
Viewing teaching and learning, achievement as such, researchers are invited 
to deconstruct the language and texts of educators, schools, to tease out their 
possible meanings and the implications for practice, find the embedded 
notions of schoolwork in the entire structure and history of the school, 
dominated cultural context in which it is situated. 
2.2.2 Achievement is a Product of Contestations of Meanings 
Seeing teaching and learning (in classrooms) as forms of cultural practice, 
school and classrooms are then sites of contestation of meanings, the taking 
up or rejecting certain subject positions. Classroom experiences contain the 
process of contestations. Achievement is a product of these contestations. 
2.2.3 Women's Ways of Knowing as a Possible Barrier to Success 
Cambridge University Reporter (Feb 12，2003) reports a substantial research 
project on the differences in performance among various groups in their 
undergraduates and the reasons behind. Paradoxically, women's 'love of the 
subject’ seems to be a reason why men have been twice as likely to get a 
First {Daily Telegraph, Feb 13, 2003). Women see exam performance as a 
by-product of learning and personal development. Men see it as the target of 
learning. An emphasis on understanding (over performance) has been more 
associated with women in previous and in this research. Women might prefer 
sacrificing a first class result to ‘the greater loss of giving up the personal ideal 
of a voyage into understanding' (in Section 4). It concludes 'where there is a 
large gender gap, because they have either been unable to work in the way 
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they would have preferred throughout the degree or because the way they 
have chosen is not the one that is rewarded ion examinations. It is these 
circumstances rather than any difference in ability which may depress their 
results.'(in Conclusions). Chemistry, which emphasizes conceptual 
understanding, is the only area women outperform men; math, which requires 
speed over understanding, is one of the many areas that men outperform. 
The report also finds what seems to be valued in arts subject is 'an 
argumentative and self-assertive approach to questions, the bold affirmation 
of a particular view and confident dismissal of others' (in Section 4) which is 
usually associated with men. This risky style may be marked as highly original 
quality of work or completely misplaced work, resulting men getting the 
extremes of First and Third classes. 
Graham Topping (1995) reports similar First ratio at Oxford University and the 
reasons for it. There is indeed a women's style and a men's writing style of 
writing, it would be horribly ironic that female caution, discursiveness, and 
willingness to consider a range of views are in fact the qualities valued in 
research. 
Similar eagerness for understanding had been found in junior secondary 
science class (Staberg, 1994) and a university in Netherlands (Joan 
Wolffensperger, 1993). 
Whether girls in Hong Kong value understanding and find difficulty in learning 
English this way, whether English values understanding and/or assertive style 
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of writing and whether boys adopt a risky writing style are all open to 
exploration. 
2.2.4 Learning as a Process of Identity Formation 
Tsai Li-Ling (2004) reports that identity issues are key to students' learning of 
science. Nancy Brickhouse, Patricia Lowery and Katherine Schultz (2000) 
argues, in their study on four girls who engaged a lot in science, how students 
learn science depends on whether they view themselves as the kind of 
persons who engage in science. Tsai (2004) reports that, through 'the physics 
discourse', physics is constructed as the hardest core of science which only 
the smartest will be the future physicists. Women of relationality and most 
men will never be good enough to handle the absolute abstraction. Therefore 
in an elite pedagogy, women and most men are marginalized and ignored in 
physics classes. 
Identity issues are also key to learning of another language. The other 
language is also a language of Others. We are often searching our own self in 
relation to the 'Other' of that target language when we are learning. In Lin's 
(2000) review of two women's language learning autobiographies, we see 
Natasha, an ethnic Jewish woman's wish to be like the dominant Russian and 
later invented a French intellectual self which she could even take pride in. 
Karen, an American English teacher in Japan, felt the Japanese language and 
culture imposed on her an identity of a weak and dependent woman and 
found her voice by developing a 'subversive communicative style' (Karen 
Ogulnick, 1998, in Lin, 2000). Lin points out the existing second language 
acquisition (SLA) theories treats sociocultural processes as external factors of 
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types and amount of linguistic input and output. Seldom do they recognize 
‘our basic human need to search via language, or different languages, 
(among other means), for a place/voice in this world in relation to others, 
about our need to co-construct Self and Other in a space of mutual respect 
rather than mutual silencing, and about our need to get connected to others 
while at the same time to be able to accept/assert our own differentness as 
well as the differentness of others' (p. 173). The two autobiographies force us 
to recognize the sociocultural and political nature of learning 'an-Other' 
language that we are in search of self in relation to (dominant) others. 
Beside ethnic Other, gendered Other, there could possibly be other Others of 
(social) class, age, power and more whom Hong Kong students may be facing 
and searching for assimilation or other ways to find a place for themselves. 
2.2.5 Feminist Post-structuralist Insights 
According to Liu (2003), feminist post-structuralism queries how earlier 
philosophers constructed a 'masculinist philosophical tradition' through 
positioning women as the binary opposite or oppressed, as abnormal or the 
under-attended 'other'. It challenges concepts such as western rationality, 
essentialism and middle class conceptions. It deconstructs the central 
conceptions in human sciences such as subject/object, men/women, 
observation/truth through an observation on their multiplicity, fluidity and 
discursive practices, to understand the relation between power and 
interpretation. 
Rosemarie Putnam Tong (1998) highlights Helena Cixous，objection to 
masculinist tradition that man has unnecessarily segmented reality by 
coupling concepts and terms in pairs of polar opposites, one of which is 
always dually, hierarchically oppositional to the other e.g. activity/ passivity, 
culture/ nature. Each of these dichotomies finds its inspiration in the 
man/woman dichotomous pair in which man is associated with all that is 
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generally positive and woman is associated with all that is generally negative. 
The second in the pair always departs or deviates. Man is the self, woman is 
the other or she is unthought or unthinkable. 
On the other hand, Jones (1993) finds Bronwyn Davies' and Valerie 
Walkerdine's feminist post-structuralism 'useful' to take up a�positive’ 
uncertainty of diverse gendered subjectivities, and their development in 
families and schools. They seek to understand how children are both 'made 
subject' by/within the social order and how they are agents/subjects 
within/against it. They are not simply passively shaped by active others, 
including 'social structures'; rather they actively ‘do their gender'. But some 
subjectivities may be unavailable to girls. Jones (1993) quotes Walkerdine's 
research on girls' and boys' mathematic achievement suggests that what 
counts as an intellectual positioning for girls usually means diligent and 
hard-working, for boys clever and assertive. High achieving girls are most 
often constructed as hard-working rather than brilliant not simply because of 
sexist prejudice, but because the prevailing masculinist definitions of 
rationality count girls out. In other words, the brilliant/rational feminine subject 
is not a position available to girls. 
I attempt to show in this thesis how boys and girls actively position 
themselves around the differential gender positions available with regard to 
English learning. I also tro to discover how the masculinist definitions of 
knowledge operates in the process of learning English. 
2.3 Research Questions 
2.3.1 "Underachievement", "Disadvantage" and "Poor Boys" 
So far, I have used three terms interchangeably to describe the popular 
concern I am responding to: "boys' underachievement", "boys' disadvantage" 
and "poor boys". Each of them highlights a different focus of the discourse. 
"Boys' underachievement" is concerned with academic performance and, by 
extension, boys' development to their full potential. This focus leads to the 
discussion on changes in pedagogy, curriculum content and the gender of 
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English teachers. "Boys' disadvantage" is concerned advantages. Academic 
achievement, for example, is a kind of advantage while the better chances it 
opens up in academic and career development are another kind. This focus 
leads to the discussion on changes in assessment methods (to even out the 
difference for the sake of social stability). "Poor boys" (or sometimes "failing 
boys" and "boys' failure") is concerned with the sympathetic stance people 
take, which implies their view on boys as victims as girls and women gain in 
academic and later career achievement in what is imagined as a zero-sum 
competition. This focus leads to both discussions under the above two 
themes but with stronger emotion. It also leads to explanations that are 
inclined towards the deficiency model of girls and female teachers, such as 
abnormally hard work or female teachers' ways that do not suits boys. "Poor 
boys" is used in the thesis title to capture this emotion in the discourse. 
2.3.2 The Questions 
Critiquing this discourse, a simple question is "Are boys poor? How poor or 
not poor are they? Why? So what?". Conceptually, this question asks: 
1. In the English learning process, do girls have any advantages and do boys 
suffer from any disadvantages? If so, are they total dis/advantages or 
dis/advantages in exam results or other aspects? Are there any aspects 
that boys have advantages and girls have disadvantages instead or they 
both have the dis/advantages but to a different extent? How do these 
aspects become unrecognized? Or is the concept of 'advantage' useful to 
describe the situation? 
2. Instead of the deficiency model of girls and female teachers, how the 
differential achievement (in terms of exam results) might be explained by 
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their differential length of distance kept with English? Is it the contradiction 
between boys' and girls' identity construction and the gendered 
perceptions of the English subject that contributes to this distance? Is it 
specific to the English subject in Hong Kong? Are boys and girls 
homogeneous groups in keeping certain length of distance with the 
English subject? 
This is not to understand the origin of oppression for the boys. It is to 
understand how different forces might have contributed to the process of 
gender differentiation in the learning of English. Since we do not know much 
about the gendered situation of English learning and few references have 
hinted ways to approach the issue, this study will start with an open-ended 
observation (see the guide in appendix) into boys' and girls' English learning 
experience to see what gender factors might be embedded in it. 
Operationally, I am going to ask these questions: 
1. What are the English learning experiences of boys and girls? 
2. How these learning experiences may explain their differential 
achievement? 
2.3.3 Emergent Concepts 
Few references were found to inform the research design for such an 
under-researched area. 
According to Bi Heng-Da ’s (2005), when a researcher is interested in an area 
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but does not have a particular question to ask or an assumption in mind, they 
may try to gain an initial understanding of the happening and the main 
concern of the participants through observation and interviews by adopting 
grounded theory. They will find out meaningful and adequate concepts that 
emerge in the data analysis and theoretically sample the next subject of 
observation or interview according to the emerging theme. Going back and 
forth between data collection, analysis and memo writing is to be continued 
until a central concept appears and new data do not help enhance existing 
concepts, categories and relationships, i.e. theoretical saturation. 
In the beginning of framing this research, I did have the assumption on the 
centrality of gender in even implicit areas of lives and English learning would 
be no exception. However, there was nearly no hint for how to approach such 
area operationally. The Girls and Mathematics studies did provide several 
ways for Mathematics but I was aware that they may not be applicable to a 
qualitatively and quantitatively different and historically contingent subject 
such as English. Inspired by the concept of 'emergent concept', this study had 
at first a broad empirical question on what boys' and girls' English learning 
experiences are. Based on what they tell and what I observe in the field, we 
frame their experience according to their categories before we further our 
understanding through dialogue with theories. To give an example, the 
significance of the concept 'boredom' (see Chapter Four) emerged and 
brought my attention to a comparison between the differential meanings of 
boredom in English and Mathematics. A search for literature on 'boredom (in 
classroom)' and a search for students most associated with the two subjects 
for further interviews became necessary at that point of time. 
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2.4 Structure of the thesis 
In Chapter One, I have intended to state the motivation, social contexts and 
significance of the study. 
In chapter Two, I have reviewed the literature I found in gender and education 
about English. I have also outlined the frameworks used and discussions in 
Feminist Mathematics, Science and technology Studies and how I borrowed 
their framework to ask a 'Language Education' question in feminism, which 
can be seen as an extension on the science question in feminism. In particular, 
this study is adopting a deficiency model of academic subjects in relation to 
gender. While examining the subject knowledge, we are also examining the 
students' experiences of learning the subjects. 
Chapter Three will describe the methodology I used. It includes the 
consideration and procedure in doing ethnography to examine English 
learning experiences. I explain how I entered the site and how the participants 
perceive my multiple identities. This chapter also states how these 
participants are suitable for the study. Ethical issues in the fieldwork and in the 
analysis and writing are discussed. 
Chapter Four discusses the meaning of boredom in students' English learning 
experiences. The discussion leads a bigger discussion on the existence of 
knowledge hierarchy and advantage hierarchy of academic subjects. It is 
followed by an explanation on how English has become an inferior and 
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feminine subject under the authoritative and masculine normative ideal of 
objectivity. 
Chapter Five presents students' construction of gender identity and learner 
identity in relation to their English learning and achievement. It is illustrated by 
a case of instrumental achiever and a case of language lover. They represent 
two extreme positions they had taken up in the gender hierarchy in the identity 
construction in English learning. Girls as a group are presented in contrast to 
boys as individual learners. 
Chapter Six continues the discussion by exploring social struggles of the 
student the colonized over learning of English, the language of colonizers. It is 
about working class students' resistance in learning the language and the 
anxiety in rejecting to learn or trying not to learn the language. It is also about 
the ways of coping with these struggles and learning English through a sense 
of ownership of English as a learner, utilizing their first language resources 
and appealing to the power of masculinity. 
Chapter Seven is the concluding chapter. It wraps up the themes of the 
previous chapters and highlights their linkage in order to present a thesis. The 
existence of the various hierarchies in relation of the gender hierarchy has 
made English learning experiences unpleasant for most of the time and has 
repelled both boys and girls from engaging in the subject. Girls are less 
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affected because they themselves have been put in an inferior position since 
ever. This explains why girls may achieve higher in English but are never a 
privileged group. 
Before we go on to the analytical chapters, 
questions: what are the learning experiences 
English subject? 
let me restate my research 
of the boys and girls in the 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Making the Familiar Strange 
In this chapter, I am going to talk about methodological issues. It is about how 
the actual research is done - the design, the concepts behind, the 
implementation of the plan. It is also about the details of the actual data 
collecting procedures, analyzing and writing and my struggles in them. I will 
also introduce the school and the teachers and students involved in the study. 
3.1 Ethnography at Home: Tension and Inspiration with Personal 
Experience 
3.1.1 The Study 
The school I visited was an EMI academically high band, working class co-ed 
secondary school in a rural area of Hong Kong. The class (namely 1E) I 
observed was a less bright class out of the 5 Form 1 classes. There were 21 
boys and 21 girls. It was the school's practice to split up regularly into a 
smaller group of around 30 for English lessons. The English lessons were 
basically conducted in English. Occasionally Cantonese was used in 
expressing more complex ideas and dealing with discipline. From the 
students' academic ranking, the group I observed is relatively a brighter group 
than the smaller group of 10 people who joined another 10 from the other 
class to form an English group. The English teacher of my group was a 
Portuguese Chinese male who was conversant in both English and 
Cantonese. He was Chinese on his face but foreign in his accent, use of daily 
language (instead of bookish one) and the rich cultural knowledge he showed 
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in class. He was a popular teacher among students. Many students found him 
a nice teacher and he was mostly described as funny. 
The visiting period (December, 2006) was shorter than planned as it had to be 
collated with the teaching schedule, holidays and exams. I stayed in the 
school for all14 teaching days in the month and three special days: Sports day 
(November), Reading day, Christmas service and party. I stayed in the school 
about 100 hours excluding post-visits and outside school interviews. 60 hours 
were the English lessons. Lesson length was 40 minutes per period; there 
were 9 periods per cycle; the total number of periods observed was 18 
It was always a trouble to count how many informants were involved exactly. 
Beside 1E, I also meet other students from 3 of the other Form one classes 
and higher Form students because of my various connections in the school 
(see the multiple identities section). There were the Principal, countless 
teachers, janitors I met and talked with for the part of participant observation. 
For the part of interviews, students not invited for that time sometimes joined 
in the middle of the discussion and went away; that's why some originally 
individual interviews became group interviews. Therefore, the line between 
participant observation and interviews in the field was not always unclear. 
Roughly speaking, 11 girls and 15 boys are main informants in the first round 
group interviews. They came in their own social groups or on their own. 
Seven boys, seven girls and the male English teacher were invited for 
additional interviews after my stay in school. They were invited to give more 
information for the need I saw in the cyclical and spiral process of constant 
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coding, reading and writing. 
Sound recording length for the first round group interviews is 585 minutes and 
1533 minutes for the second round individual interviews. Each clip length 
ranges from 11 minutes to three hours. Three first round interviews were not 
recorded according to the interviewees' preference. Recordings are 
selectively transcribed. I also make brief notes while recording. Sometimes I 
put the notebook aside to make them feel less uncomfortable to speak. 
Interviews took place in empty classroom, backyard garden, eating area in the 
school and fast food shops and restaurants near interviewees' homes. Places 
I stayed and observe includes regular English classrooms, the library, the 
corridors, canteen and eating area, backyard garden with a swing, the Hall for 
Reading Day talk, the other Form one classroom for book sharing 
competition. 
I met more than the 42 students from 1E, which I gained access to and was 
therefore able to collect systematic information on their English achievement. 
The following tables are still useful to give a general picture of my informants' 
academic background. 
Total score of two 
Gender Group 
Names English term exams Other characteristics 
(Male/Female) (A/B) 
(maximum=486) 
The 'Maria' boy in Chapter 
M B Ricky 406 
Five 
F B Katherine 402.5 
F B Miki 383 
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F B Julian 379.5 
F B Vincy 362 
F B Winnie 361 
F B Marie 349 
M B John 349 
M B Stanley 349 
M B Jackson 347.5 
M B Neil 343 
B Dian 340 
B Nana 339.5 
B Jane 338 
B Martha 337 
B Trisha 336 
B Angel 335 
M B Dan 334 
M A Alan 332 
M B Andy 332 
F B Fiona 330 
M B Seth So 329.5 
M B Jonathan 328 
F A • Saeko 327.5 
F B Suki 325 
M B Dan Chu 321 
M B Roy 317 
M B Joey 317 
M B Samson 316.5 
F B Ann 312 
M A Aaron 308 
F A Kay 296 
F B Annie 294.5 
F A Rae 287 
F B Eileen 284.5 
Who refused interview 
invitation by claiming her 
English was poor 
The 'career plan' boy in 
Chapter Five 
Who said 'knowing is 
knowing' in Chapter Four 
Who wanted to marry a 
foreign wife 




















Aaron Chow 273.5 






Who adapted resources 
from Chinese in learning 
English 
The 'Mathematics' boy in 
Chapter Four; The 'history' 
boy who claimed he did 
not know English in 
Chapter Six 
Who learn English gags 
and received help from his 
sister 
Characteristics of the student participants in 1E class 
Exam score 
Average SD 
Female (21/42) 333.31 33.27 
Male (21/42) 312.02 45.05 
Group A (10/42) 283.53 38.08 
Group B (32/42) 334.89 33.29 






Table 2: Statistics of 1E students exam scores 
Table 1 shows (1) the distribution of English achievement of boys and girls in 
this class, which reflects a similar pattern as in the public exams, (2) girls 
generally rank higher and boys lower but there are also achieving boys and 
underachieving girls, (3) Group B which I mainly observed generally rank 
higher but the grouping was not a clear-cut separation of achieving and 
underachieving students, (4) my main informants mentioned in this thesis 
occupy the upper, middle and lower positions according to their achievement, 
(5) the lowest of these Band One students is marginal to the passing line or a 
little lower. 
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Table 2 continues to reflect the generally higher English achievement of girls 
and lower achievement of boys. The standard deviation shows a significant 
diversity in English achievement among boys; it drops when the first and last 
in class are eliminated but the diversity among boys is still greater than that of 
girls. 
In the following chapters, several names are going to appear often in relation 
to important information. They are Jackson, Ricky, Thomas, Seth. Aaron, 
Jonathan, Rebecca, Suki and Dian sometimes appear. Names are mostly 
boys because they stood out as an individual; others often appear as a group 
and individual names are not mentioned. An elaboration on boys' and girls' 
groupings is in chapter Five. 
3.1.2 Ethnography 
research design and their purposes 
Whenever I was in the field, I was always already doing participant 
observation. Among all the events that caught my attention, typical, recurrent 
or critical incidents were identified. 
In class, I participated in silent activities and avoid being the focus of the 
lessons. This was to first minimize troubles to the students and teachers, 
second, to minimize my interference to the naturalistic setting. In the 
classroom observations, unique teaching activities, the subject knowledge, 
material and teaching strategies selected and characteristics of boys and girls 
are recorded. 
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In the interviews, students are encouraged to talk about different aspects of 
their life as our conversation evolved. Topics included their family background, 
study strategies or habits, expectation and feeling towards learning, learning 
English and the school, teachers and classmates. The interviews included 
their views on themselves as boys or girls and their aspiration. To keep their 
original expressions, interviews were taped, with their consent, and 
transcribed for analysis. 
Participant observations provided the interaction patterns of teachers with 
boys and girls, students' participation in classroom activities like role play. This 
allows us boys and girls' responses to learning opportunities. My role was an 
additional older student in the class who kept writing notes and sometimes 
answers their questions on English learning. 
In-depth interviews provide students' view on their accommodation to the new 
school life, their comments on the school, the subjects and the teachers, their 
ways of learning English, reasons for learning English, ends they want to 
reach. There are also suggestions to the school and teachers and any topic 
that occupies the interviewee's mind. 
group and individual interviews 
All interviews were conducted in Cantonese, our shared mother tongue. 
However, English, Putonghua (and Japanese) had been mixed or switched to 
whenever the speaker found it more comfortable to express themselves. This 
is not uncommon among other Hong Kong Cantonese speakers. Quotes 
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below were translated from Cantonese unless otherwise specified. 
Interviews were conducted mostly at lunch in open areas, with strangers and 
friends passing by and playing around. 
The first round interviews concerns the shared classroom and schooling 
experiences of girls and boys as groups. The second round of interviews 
concerns individual's personal learning stories and sensitive issues like 
boycotting classmate or commenting other classmates. The first interviews 
were mostly conducted with all girls or all boys. This was to collect boys' and 
girls' views on English learning and school life as groups. In the actual 
scenarios, girls and boys interrupted and joined the discussions or went away 
whenever they were pleased to. (This is much related to the public and casual 
nature of the interview settings - playground at lunch time and after school.) 
Collective views were obtained in all-girls settings, all-boys settings and 
mixed-gender settings. 
instinct reaction in the field 
I have to admit that I am not reflective enough to see the exact problem of me 
being a researcher. Most of the time, especially in the fieldwork, I rely on the 
instinct reactions which hopefully rooted in the theories I read and 
unavoidably my own history. But I fail to spell out which is which and when 
they operated to shape my behaviour. I cannot tell if I have unloaded my 
conceptual baggage or did I get new ones. 
am not clear if it is me or is it the reality that says my gender did not seem to 
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matter and so did the English teacher's gender. There were moments where I 
felt I might be accepted because my gender contributed to my 
non-threatening researcher image and where some boys were encouraged to 
engage in English because of the teacher's gender (male). I do see other 
factors that may contribute to explain the situations 
the pilot study 
In the pilot study, I interviewed a male graduate for recalls of his English 
learning experiences in secondary school. However, he could hardly recall 
any details of the activities, not even funny ones, or any feelings towards them, 
for English is neither a favourite nor important subject of his. Various stimuli 
(e.g. creative group writing) had been considered but were practically 
impossible to implement. There were not a lot of choices. 
no fixed procedure 
Aiming at understanding schoolchildren's learning experiences and subjective 
meanings in their everyday life of learning, I adopted the ethnographic method. 
In concrete terms, it included living their school lives and did participant 
observation in the process (e.g. doing their English quiz in class, watching 
their boredom fighting strategies and how they gossiped about the teachers). I 
arranged group and individual in-depth interviews in lunch time and outside 
school. I collected objects like worksheets used in class. With minimum 
interference to the field, I tried to live and experience their lives in a relatively 
naturalistic way and hope this way would vividly and profoundly reveal a 
complex picture of the learning of English of these boys and girls. 
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The line between living and researching is blurry in the field. I cannot and do 
not find it necessary to distinguish whether I am an insider or outsider when I 
was invited to a book sharing competition or a running lesson. 
There was not a fixed procedure or detailed steps that I could simply follow 
and collect the data from the beginning but it was a rough start with the main 
question in mind - 'what are their English learning experiences?'. What I did 
was to make sense of the happenings in the English classroom and the wider 
school I stayed for nearly a month just as we make sense of our surroundings 
in everyday life. However, field notes were made for a more deliberate, 
systematic and personal account of experiences. This is always not easy to 
clear up the field note writing on the same day. 
the open-ended questionnaire suggestion 
Students like Jackson (the 'career' boy in chapter Four) who was very 
conscious about time and like a group of girls (also appears in chapter Three), 
out of kindness, they had suggested me giving them questionnaire to fill in at 
some point of time in the study to make the interview short. I rejected such 
alternative, even if it is an open-ended questionnaire that they can freely use 
their own words and they will do it seriously because they are doing it for a 
friend. It will be like writing letter (instead of face to face communication): 
more in-depth and immediate reaction can be carefully hidden. The detailed 
responses yielded may not be bad and there can be follow-up and interaction 
with them afterwards but still the answers would be framed by questions I set 
and the direction of discussion the question it presume. 
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Some people find ethnography a questionable research method with so many 
uncertainties. However, I adopted this method because it is still, to my 
knowledge, the best research method into human experiences, especially for 
the under-researched groups. 
3.1.3 Ethnography at Home 
I sought to make the strange familiar and make the familiar strange 
(Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995, in Martin Hammersley, 2007) and always 
take my assumptions problematic, though this was not an easy task. As the 
researcher was the research tool, I was constantly trying to have dialogue 
with what I saw and heard and relate them to the three-level framework I have 
shown in chapter two. I had to be involved and detached at the same time. I 
had to be involved to be one of the students and experience their school life. 
At the same time, I had to be detached to be a researcher and critically 
examine the meaning of the experience. I was a 'non-neutral observer' 
(Richard Sennett, 2003)，especially with all my involvement in the education 
field. I was and am an insider. And you are about to see a lot of my reflection 
and emotion as a researcher from the field. You will also see the use of my 
personal experiences as an alumna, an English teacher and a woman (one 
example of using autobiographic data is Tsai's (2004) study on the elite 
pedagogy and gender inequality in her own field as a physicist). They are 
regarded as important source of information. 
problem of insensitivity 
In practice, it is difficult to see 'strange' out of the familiar, i.e. school, English 
classes in Hong Kong for a researcher who is also a teacher and an English 
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teacher like me. On top of that, in this case, I am also an alumna visiting the 
school she has been studying for six years and meeting many people she has 
known for years. (That can be why Ms Yuen was puzzled and said to me 
'there's nothing to see!’ when I was waiting outside the classroom for the 
observation of morning reading time.) For example, when students mentioned 
their family members in their English learning stories in casual chats, I did not 
realize the significance of them and I did not find it meaningful to ask for 
elaboration. That's why when I later see the need to include some of the 
stories, though not ruining the whole articulation, but I can not say for certain if 
male family members are absent from the stories because they are absent 
from the family at all. (Though it is not totally a problem of insensitivity but also 
concerns the evolving understanding of the critical incidents in the field.) 
problem of sensitivity 
Sometimes it is the problem of insensitivity. The other time, it is the problem of 
sensitivity. 
In Fox's (Kate Fox, 2004) book Watching the English, she revealed what was 
it feel like to research in her own country. She was so familiar with the hidden 
rules of English behaviour that she found it so embarrassing to jump in 
queues to see people's negative reaction she expected. She wished she can 
hire an assistant to do this for her and she could observe this from a safe 
distance. At times, I wished I could hire an assistant to observe for me for 
there are so many things that I expected from the field and did not want to 
repeat them myself. A convenient example is the boredom in English lessons. 
Another example is that I understood so well when a Form one student was 
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nervous and refused the sound recording of the interview and I nearly wanted 
to skip the request before they showed their preference.. 
invasion of an ethnographer's life 
When Fox (2004) has finished her book, she could not stop finding a best 
position for observation in a cafe, overhearing what the English people around 
her were doing and talking about and thinking about what these may mean. 
Ethnography is occupying the researcher's time and mind in the fieldwork 
period. It is an endless observation even when you leave the field and when 
you are done with the whole study. 
In the fieldwork period, it is even a harder time when everything was 
happening without waiting. It was a tiring task to observe the fussy everyday 
life. Data came up and when it came up, it did not need your prior agreement. 
You would not want to miss any of them. There is not a second that is 
irrelevant that you can take a rest. Though I mainly observe English lessons 
of one class, I cannot isolate the understanding of the lessons from the school 
context. I had to know about the supplementary school-wide activities like 
reading time and reading day;丨 had to look at students' learning or 
non-learning outside lessons, English learning among other learning and their 
daily interactions. Even when I was tidying up my field note in the library, I 
could not help but found it better to stop and talk to the library teacher about 
the culture of reading in the school and her view on promoting reading in 
relation to English learning 
And even when I had left the field, I did not leave that trained lifestyle of 
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attending to details and recording them. I still reflexively 'collect data' in my 
dreams after more than one year when I recalled details from the field and 
their place in the thesis. I still feel bad for some unhappy incidents happened 
to the students. And I have to keep putting myself into their shoes to gain an 
understanding. On the other hand, I have to keep myself calm and natural in 
the field even when I have my own troubles. So I would say doing qualitative 
research is largely an emotional labour. 
sustaining mutuality 
There was not much that I had done for the school. I was not a free labour as I 
could be. There was no materia丨 transaction in exchange for the fieldwork. I 
do not write a top-down external evaluation report for the Principal's 
inspection. I did once accept the invitation to be one of the judges in the 
English book sharing competition. 
I was glad to share Ricky's reflection that he has articulated his thoughts that 
he never really knew he had about learning in the interviewing process. The 
co-construction of the interview involves students in active understanding in 
their learning experiences. This hopefully has helped their self development 
and learning. 
3.2 Multiple Identities and Old and New Power Relations 
As the literature on English learning experience is few in Hong Kong, there is 
no such school that is too well-understood to be excluded. Any school should 
reflect certain segment of the reality. My responsibility is to spell out which 
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segment it is. And what is special about this study is the complexity and 
potential richness from my multiple identities and old and new power relations 
in researching in my alma mater. 
3.2.1 Entering the Site 
researching in my alma mater 
I started to contact a number of schools from August, 2006. One rejected at 
the principal's level, one at the teachers' level. The present participating 
teacher was the one male teacher I interviewed in the pilot study, who was 
teaching in my alma mater. He handled every administrative work needed 
before introducing me to 1E. I did not do anything to gain access expect 
talking to this teacher. What I did was to make sure the teacher would face 
little pressure from being observed and cope well with inconvenience brought 
by my presence. I talked to him about my concern and he was fine with it. I 
talked to the class teacher of 1E for visiting 1E in morning reading time. He 
had shown interest to the study (how students achieve or underactive in 
English). I found it appropriate to greet the principal before staying in the 
school for a long period so I grabbed the chance to visit him on the Sports Day 
not long before my planned period of visit. The principal welcomed me as a 
researcher and also an alumna. I think it was a good choice after all to go 
back to my alma mater to do research since I gained greater access to the 
familiar and now a little bit strange research site where I spent my 
adolesce 门 ce. 
warm welcome from students 
I initially invited two Form one classes of the teacher - 1A and 1E. 1A rejected 
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me. Because the teacher asked the students' consent for me before I came so 
I did not see the students' actual response. On the first day, I wrote a little note 
with a reply slip to the two classes expressing my gratitude to both who 
agreed and not agreed to allow me to join their English lessons. I also 
restated the purpose and content of the study and what help I need from them 
and who I am. Many of them gave friendly replies. 1A who rejected me was 
annoyed about what I wrote and there was a group of ten or more who 
surrounded me in the corridor in the transition between lessons to ask why I 
said so. They would love to have me in their class and 'begged' me to come. It 
was not a good time to talk and there was other teacher starting to feel 
annoyed about the trouble I brought to their school discipline. I urged them to 
take their lessons first and I later went to their classroom and explained the 
situation to them. Because the teacher told me this class was not enthusiastic 
when he asked them so we decided not to force them. Though these students 
showed interest but I reminded them the possibility that some other students 
might not want me there and I asked them to keep in touch with me. I told 
them we could always chat in recess time. There were also students from 
other classes who establish connections with me and volunteer or are invited 
to participate. I should list later in this report the names of students that will 
appear frequently. 
my self-introduction 
In 1E, I was introduced as a university student and an alumna. It was not the 
first time we met. I showed up on the Sports Day and distribute candies to 
them. I stood and spoke in English to introduce myself again on the first day. I 
sometimes spoke in English as they all basically speak English in English 
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lessons (except private chats among students) and I did not want to break the 
rule. For the rest of the time, I spoke in Cantonese, our shared first language. 
My role in class was more of a student than a teacher or any kind of inspector 
though they later knew that 丨 could also teach English and some of them 
nicely asked me to come back and teach them or give private tutorials to them. 
But most of the time, they took me as a student and were very nice in helping 
me finish my 'assignment'. Towards the end of the visit, I received some 
Christmas cards from the students. Ricky's card was particularly impressive: 
he wished me an outstanding achievement of my assignment and signed 
'Your Student? Or friend? Ricky' in English. When Aaron asked when I will 
come back next time, I felt that I had established a good and fairly equal 
relationship with them that both of us would like to keep 
There were boys (Seth and a boy in 1A) who pretended that they did not 
welcome my presence and soon came back to chat with me. My opinion is 
this pretended unfriendliness could be an expression of masculinity. 
perceived researcher identities 
Some teachers knew me since I was a student there. Some were my close 
friends. One often asked me 'why are you still here?' in an exaggerated 
annoyance which was a playful tone in some sense. Many teachers 
recognized me as I came back frequently. Some were even my schoolmates 
when we were young. They usually had positive impression on me. 
I had countless relationship with the school. My younger brother and sister 
studied here. I had met some of the teachers as a 'parent' of them after my 
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graduation. My sister was still a Form Seven student during my research. She 
showed me around and introduced me to potential interviewees other than 1E. 
I had been a substitute English teacher here for a few days two years ago. I 
taught several classes including my own sister's class. Some of the senior 
students still remembered me and when they told 1E about this, I became a 
'mysterious person who had taught their seniors before'. There were even a 
past student I taught in their primary school for my teaching practice and her 
other friends from that school. 
My sister's classmates and friends took me as 'Wylie's sister' (Wylie is my 
sister's name) more often than a teacher. I was a-potential future educational 
worker or maybe colleague when the Principal asked me to prepare for the 
future if I planned to go back to teaching after doing the research. A young 
female teacher who used to be a schoolmate of mine looked at me 
suspiciously about my casual outfit. She stared from head to toe and asked 
'Do you come here to teach or anything?' .She was monitoring my outfit from 
a higher position and was relieved when she knew I would not perform any 
teaching tasks. The library teacher called me an 'English person' when she 
explained why she would invite me to be a judge for the English book sharing 
in the 'book sharing competition'. Seldom did people highlight my identity as a 
researcher. 
Each person took their perspective and saw my identity differently despite 
how I had introduced myself. Most of them stuck to the original relationship 
we established. Some students mistook me as the English teacher's friend 
from outside after my countless spoken and written introductions. 
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Most of the time, these errors can be a necessary point of departure to 
construct further social relationship. I myself had a lot of moments that I 
shared the pleasure and pressure of learning being just like one of the 
interviewees in that month. They also mistook me as one of them. We later 
clarified or realized who we were after knowing for a while. There were 
however some other moments that I felt uncomfortable with these 'errors' 
when they were untreated. 
a weak feminine position (and a privileged position) 
Before entering the school, I thought if situation allowed, I would sometimes 
be a peer of both students and sometimes of teachers. I could switch roles so 
as to better understand their subjective meanings in different occasions. But I 
was not free to do so. 
Before the observation period, I met the English teacher I was going to work 
with. He was kind to arrange everything for me. He was willing to discuss 
various possibilities of the research methods with me before we have settled 
on classroom observation. In the end of this first meeting, when 丨 searching 
through my notes to make sure I had covered all I had to say. He noticed that I 
was nervous and asked and I admitted. He shouted, ‘you silly girl!' In the 
outside school interview after the observation period, we met on a Typhoon 
Signal Eight afternoon. I insisted to meet him as we planned if he was fine to 
go out on that day. When I met him at the railway station, he softly said 'silly 
girl!' and pulled my cheek. I did not find it entirely socially appropriate. 
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On the Reading Day, I was walking around in the book fair after judging the 
English book sharing competition. The class teacher of 1A I judged was nice 
to talk to me, 'how are you doing, Shan Shan?' I knew that it was his habit to 
name all his Form one boys and girls by juxtaposing the last word of their 
names). This is how many parents call their babies or little children. For a 
teacher like him, I think this is for a kind of intimacy and convenience to 
simplify their names. 
When I started being called auntie by little children these years, I was called 
'silly girl' and 'Shan Shan' by two male teachers. They all knew well I am doing 
my master degree and am not that very young. I did not understand why they 
find it appropriate to see me as a little girl when I was at an age that I could 
have been their colleague (while actually my university batch-mates were 
working at the school.). I wondered if I should call him by their first names 
instead of their last name from the beginning to make us equal. 
All the naming is relative and subjective expressions of relationship. There is 
no such group of people who possess certain characteristics that everyone 
should call them little girl. In fact being called little girls is not uncommon even 
at our twenties and when we are doing something serious. I was called little 
girl by a male university Chinese Medical doctor; another research student 
from America and her friends in the Sociology Department were referred as 
'the girls' within her department. Even when I was watching Japanese TV 
drama series, there was this story about a 22-year old pianist who was 
unhappy about being called 'baby-chan' (-chan is a suffix usually for little 
children) by her male professor. We all shared the unease being regarded as 
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little girls when we do not feel we are young and when we do not feel like 
accepting these names especially when we are working and studying 
seriously. 
One time when I was asking the female library teacher the hours I could stay 
in the library. She told me to come anytime and said 'you are not like them 
(students)!'.丨 can see my position as a visitor put me in a privileged position 
higher than students in the hierarchy. But to many male teachers, doctors, or 
professors alike, I could be put in a weak and feminine position without 
considering my other identities. 
3.2.2 Tensions with my Research and my Presence 
teachers' attitudes 
There were also some other tensions with my presence in the school when 
teachers showed different attitudes towards my research. There were 
teachers who were interested and supportive (one started a discussion on 
hiring English speaking gap year students to be tutors); some just did not 
understand what was available to see in school; some disapproved my 
research straightaway: This (participatory observation or qualitative research) 
is not a good research.' Some were reserved and pessimistic about research 
in general: 'I don't think research will help (actual teaching). Research is not 
realistic.' Or were suspicious about my intention:'... you think you are popular, 
huh!' (when the girls of 1A 'surrounded' me in the corridor). 
awareness of my position 
I had to be alert about my position as a visitor all the time and let not any 
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accidents happen to ruin my relationship with the school. That's why I had to 
calm myself down when I could have talked back against a janitor when she 
was worried about me poisoning the students with the food I brought and 
when a secretary warned me about not to eat upstairs in the school area. 
When I was giving comments to students' sharing competition performance in 
front of students and guest parents, I suppressed those were too different 
from the other judges (parents and teachers) and added something grand and 
safe. 
3.3 Qualitative Analysis and Writing 
3.3.1 Grounded Theory 
Adopting grounded theorizing strategy,丨 constantly compared and contrasted 
boys with girls, boys with other boys, girls with other girls, current students 
and myself and my sister as past students of the same school, English with 
Mathematics and Science, my observation with the research in literature. The 
comparison and contrast as suggested by Chen Xiang-Ming (2000), occurred 
throughout the whole research process. It was a cyclic and spiral process of 
data collection, constant coding, reading, analyzing and writing until themes 
about the observed emerged. Neither is or should the categorization of data 
be predetermined before analysis. This has been a process of going back and 
forth from the data to various theories. Therefore, 'theoretical sensitivity' (Bi, 
2005) is central in the research process. My level of sensitivity directly allows 
or restricts my alertness to details and the possibility and quality of concepts I 
can accumulate and produce. Hopefully the richness of this report proves a 
reasonable level of sensitivity. 
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3.3.2 Qualitative Analysis as an Advanced Jigsaw Puzzle Solving 
In practice, this process is vague. It was like doing a jigsaw puzzle. You start 
with the temporary frame and group puzzle pieces alike together then try a 
number of combinations of interlocking. This is the theory. Success is not 
guaranteed by suggested steps. If qualitative analysis is puzzle solving, it is 
advanced puzzle solving because its frame is irregular. Puzzle pieces may not 
promise a plane tessellation. There are a lot of relevant pieces and there is no 
finished picture provided for reference; you have to create one. Thus, you will 
never know until you see the patterns coming out. Before your effort is paid off, 
you are still lost and puzzled. 
3.3.3 A Reflection on Researcher's Self in Research Process 
In this adventurous process of creation was a lot of frustration. It has been a 
constant process of lost and found of the self on the road towards finishing 
writing. Because the research was so blended into my life that I sometimes 
lost sight and needed a long time to gain perspective from a refreshed eye. It 
has been in my life for so long and so big that the research and writing 
process has become a building of ownership of self (or sense of control). It is 
a construction of bold self as a master not a servant of un-reflected ideas; at 
the same time, it is a construction of humble self to serve the students and the 
academic world. It is not easy to stay from going to the extremes. 
3.3.4 Power Imbalance and Struggles in Writing 
Research process is a social process. There is a power imbalance between 
the researcher and the researched and therefore potential exploitation to the 
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researched, students. Thus I’ as the researcher, had to keep up my reflexivity 
throughout the process in the fieldwork and in representing the students in 
writing. 
The research, if not bringing any social change in the research process, it 
should not reproduce dominant gender, race, class or any other biases 
(Naples, 2007). However, up till this moment, I am not sure about how well my 
reflexivity has been for the students. 
There are some two struggles in my writing and representing the students. 
One is the writing style. Researcher as the tool is an unavoidable mediation of 
the data processing. I avoid writing in a detached tone that appeals to the 
power of professional protocol. I also avoid what an instructor called 
'narcissistic confessional style' that put too much weight on my view and 
feeling. I have to strive a balance and constantly keep checking whether my 
reflection noted in this report does contribute to academic discussions. 
The other struggle is about giving voice or keeping secret. Sometimes they 
forgot you were a researcher and told you secrets that they may not expect to 
be reported. I sometimes listened to their secrets as a friend and did not 
realize how inspiring they were in a later time. I decided to report as needed 
for discussion but this also determined that 丨 would not give the report back to 
the students to proofread as they can identify who is who. 
Another problem with confidentiality was the naming. Pseudo-names are 
commonly used to protect the informants. In my case, some students prefer 
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using real names. They maybe ignorant of the influence the revelation in a 
research report might bring. I sometimes asked them to give themselves a 
nickname but they sometimes gave strange nicknames like doggy and kitten. 
I find it hard to follow their preference. I decided to not to disclose which 
names are real which are not. And they are all common English names. 
People should not recognize who is who unless they know the person from 
the details one gives. 
3.3.5 Confidentiality and Ethical Issues with Hired Transcriber 
Another confidentiality and ethical issue concerns the transcriber. 
I was very insensitive and made a joke about the job of a transcriber when I 
was chatting with the students. It was recorded and sent to a helper to 
transcribe for me. The transcriber came across that joke and was not entirely 
comfortable about it. She told a mutual friend of ours what happened as a joke. 
I later heard this that mutual friend I see how both of us made mistakes. First, 
I was not sensitive about the power relationship I have with the transcriber. I 
was hiring her to finish the tasks I ordered and that can be why she was not 
happy about the joke. Second, it was her who was not sensitive to the 
confidentiality principle in her job I had indicated clear in the transcriber's 
guideline. She should not discuss any of the data with other people. 
All in all, an ethnographic research like this one s a long journey of doubts, 
puzzles and mistakes. Yet it is also an exciting and fruitful journey as one 
encounters one's self as human beings, all with this idiosyncrasies, errors and 
small triumphs. 
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Piecing all these together and viewing them through a post-structuralist, 
feminist theoretical lenses, I hope to portray the learning of English as a 
gendered 'project'. 
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Section Two: Findings and Analysis 
CHAPTER FOUR 
Students' Perception of English: An "Inferior" and "Feminine" Subject 
4.1 The Funny but Boring English Lessons (and the Boring but 
Interesting Mathematics Lessons) 
4.1.1 Boredom is Central to Students' Learning Experience 
We are about to look at the prominent components of the students' school life 
from their perspective. We achieve this by looking at expressions that are 
most frequent and emotional. 
The most frequent descriptions of school 丨earning I heard from students are 
boredom ™ "bored to 'cramp'", "bored to death", "sleepy", "fall all over on the 
tables", "useless", "nothing is taught", "nothing to learn", "nothing to 
do"...whichever expression it takes, boredom seems to be a major element of 
both boys' and girls' everyday experiences. 
This boredom comment applies to most subjects. In particular, they have 
mentioned English, Mathematics, Home Economics, Geography, Chinese, 
Religious Education and Integrated Sciences. Among these subjects, 
students described to me that their reaction in English class was not bad at 
all. 
4.1.2 Boredom is not Lack of Funny Things 
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English is fun 
I knew their English teacher before. He used to participate in some non-sense 
drama performance in the school charity shows and school videos. In 1A's 
English lessons, he taught a Knock-knock joke and a Dr. Who joke. He talked 
about the silly things his native English friends did. The part Chinese male 
teacher was actually a funny person, who also brings in the interesting part of 
the English culture he experiences. 
He also created a relaxing atmosphere. 
Girls had great fun sharing the 'broken' gags he made in our lunch gatherings. 
They said the teacher once pointed at two boys who were not attentive and 
shouted 'what are you two doing together over there!' The sexual overtone 
burst the class into helpless laughter. 
In class, students feel encouraged to have fun while 丨earning. Some boys, in 
their presentation of the menu they wrote, dare make fun with the teacher's 
name by naming the dishes after his name. One of them, later, turned to me, 
laughed and said 'Roasted Lydia' which, I think, captured the spirit of how the 
game is played. The other time, a boy played the part of a showy woman 
who made funny noises and played with her scarf in a sales-customer 
conversation practice. The teacher did not express any concern over these 
and accepted them as quite ordinary. He, in an interview, told me he would 
accept anything students play or do as long as they are learning. 
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Another boy developed an interest in the art of joking in English after seeing 
his teacher joke around and started reading English joke books for fun and for 
picking the skill up. Sometimes, he practiced too hard or laughed his head off 
before telling anything and his classmates felt annoyed. 
Students told me about how funny and nice this teacher has always been, not 
that he acted so because I was there. Indeed, one student related why he 
actually considered entering this school to the reason that his elder sibling told 
him about how funny this teacher is and his mother gave similar comment 
after meeting him in person in some parent-teacher association activities. 
Outside class, in the school-wide book fair on the big Reading Day, there was 
a deliberate (as the teacher-in-charge told me) collection of "naughty" books 
—'Captain Underpants' series, poem collections on taking over the school 
and cancelling classes and exams, they are some self-explanatory examples. 
Another collection of "naughty" books, 'Flat Stanley' series, was a similarly 
popular item from the school library. It seems to me that humour is not only 
encouraged but embedded in the wider sense of English teaching. 
The strange thing is no matter how funny the teacher is and how certain 
extent of naughtiness and humour is encouraged or allowed, students' 
ultimate answer to the question on the impression on English is not changed. 
Their positive reaction to the fun in English does not make English a fun 
subject. In fact, the tolerance of naughty dreams in the readings ironically 
proves how dull the life of school learning is and how this is sympathized. 
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English is not fun 
After all, English is still boring. 
Girls laughed so hard for a moment for the English gags and the next second 
they reaffirmed their judgment on the boredom in English lessons. When I 
questioned their self-contradiction, they claimed those gags did attract them 
at first but gradually lost their charm. Some gags were found similar and 
repeated. Others they found unrelated to the syllabus. They started to feel 
annoyed by the high frequency of gags in class. It is like they are 
disenchanted with the gags and the original boredom of English is exposed 
again. 
The boy who started studying English jokes later stopped reading joke books. 
He told me, in the second interview months later, English joke books were not 
that fascinating as they had been before. 
In an after-observation visit, boys and girls excitingly told me all about their 
new gadget pen-spinning. They did it in every class including English. They 
were crazy about pen-spinning and kept practicing in front of me. A boy 
laughed at himself for breaking a number of pens already; a girl laughed at 
herself for dropping pens on the ground that it was too far and too 
embarrassing to pick them up in class. They even shared an online video in 
their online class forum that shows pen-spinning demonstration by world 
champions. By the unusual excitement from their tone and extreme and long 
lasting popularity, I do not see this as any fashionable trend or the love for the 
skills. These may be part of the reasons being developed when they kept 
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studying pen-spinning but the start of pen-spinning seems more reasonable to 
me as a boredom fighting strategy, a most humble way to 'make something 
happen' in class. 
Boredom is such a known and accepted phenomenon that teachers actually 
do not ban the fight-the-boredom-pen-spinning in class despite all the noises 
it makes. Most of the time, students' boredom fighting strategies are this 
non-threatening and they try to work within the boundary. 
In the silent reading lessons ('ERS lessons'), students tried to maximize any 
fun they could make from the books except reading English. One read the 
Chinese translation before she came to reading the English original in class; 
one flipped the pages to see the animation the pictures on each right-hand 
page make; one counted the number of teeth the crocodile has from the 
picture in her book. 
But when your mind is too obviously off somewhere from English, it could be 
unacceptable and so unacceptable that the teacher criticized these behaviors 
as 'disrespect (to the teacher)'. 
Like, a girl said she was so bored that she wished she could just listen to the 
music with earphones wired through under the sleeves of her sweater. But 
she had not tried. (Though she was talking in writing class and the teacher 
punished her by asking for a longer piece of writing from her.) 
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There was also this boy who was reading Chinese novel in English lessons in 
his drawer and was caught and punished. Once he also verbally told the class 
aloud that he was bored and then asked for the Chinese Language textbook 
from a friend across the aisle. The teacher warned him about this. 
Mathematics is boring but interesting 
In the beginning of this study, I did borrow perspectives from the girls and 
Mathematics studies for framing the study tentatively and had expected the 
two subjects might make a relevant comparison to the study. What I did not 
know was whether and how it was going to happen and what aspects would it 
involve. 
As it turns out, contrasting the cases of English and Mathematics has come 
up to be an important strategy and yielded a fruitful discussion, which I am 
tuning into now. 
The Mathematics teacher was not funny at all. Even he was their class 
teacher, Mathematics teacher and Design and Technology teacher of some, 
he and the class did not seem connected at the turn to the second half of the 
academic year when I visited He was a distant teacher. He physically 
distanced himself on the Christmas party by standing and eating in the 
corridor outside the classroom watching the students. Other subject teachers 
brought presents and got the boys and girls go wild before they left but he the 
class/Mathematics teacher did nothing. He just appeared and stayed there 
when he returned from other school work. 
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He was nice enough to support my study and agreed to let me visit 1E in their 
reading time outside English lessons. But he certainly was not keen on 
talking and smiling. 
He never taught me when I was a student here but my sister told me how her 
batch of students talked about him. He is the legendary Mathematics teacher 
who can go through a whole lesson without saying a word. This is obviously 
impossible for a language teacher but not entirely so for a Mathematics 
teacher. Legend says he kept writing the work-out of Mathematical solutions 
till the end of a lesson. My sister explains 'that's the language of 
Mathematics!' 
I did not visit my students' Mathematics class and do not know what 
happened exactly. The students did not spell out very clearly what they meant 
by boredom in Mathematics class except for the flat tone of the teacher some 
girls distinctly disliked. 
The fun of doing Mathematics remains unchanged in any situation. 
Boys like Mathematics anyway. Their dislike of the teacher does not make any 
difference to their love towards the subject. Neither does their low 
performance make any difference. 
Why are the students excited? Why a boring Mathematics teacher does not 
change the interesting Mathematics lessons? What would then change the 
interesting Mathematics lessons? 
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The fun of English is not seen as inherent of English. The core of learning is 
still boring and the fun cannot cover this up long. The fun of Mathematics, 
however, is internal. The core of learning is fun and the boredom from the 
teacher becomes bearable. 
Mathematics is inherently interesting as a subject. You do not need to add fun 
for students to like it. English, on the other hand, is inherently boring as a 
subject. You add fun and students still do not like it. 
What is then the difference between Mathematics and English? Why they like 
Mathematics no matter how boring the way it is taught but feel bored about 
English no matter how funny it is taught? K seems boredom is not as related 
to funny things being developed from one subject as one may have thought. 
Then what is? 
What is missing from English? 
It is a contradictory comment when students say English is fun and boring. It 
is also unfair to justify this by saying there is nothing to do or learn in the 
lessons. 
4.1.3 Boredom is Lack of Meaning 
It is surprising that research on boredom is few. Boredom in classroom is 
even less. To try to understand boredom as something else from lack of funny 
things happening, I turn to Georg Breidenstein's (2007) phenomenological 
and ethnographical study of boredom in classroom. There seems to be a tacit 
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consent about the normality of boredom in school lessons. Everybody knows 
that school is (sometimes) boring, but the problem of boredom may not be 
made explicit (Breidenstein, 2007). In this case of English, the problem of 
detachment from the subject is just beyond the lack of interest or motivation. 
Breidenstein's research (2007) successfully suggests an alternative way of 
interpretation. He suggests that being bored means students become aware 
of the flow of time and find it slow. Being bored means being detached. They 
are detached because they do not find any meaning in their engagement in 
the subject. 
If boredom is not the opposite of fun but the opposite of meaningfulness, then 
the unshaken boredom of English implies an inherent lack of meaning in this 
subject. Contrastively, the unshaken fun of Mathematics does not imply the 
lack of boredom but an inherent abundance of meaning in this subject. 
Boredom, lack of meaning instead of absence of fun, leads us to think what 
kind of meaning English is missing. What is the meaning that students are 
looking for in subjects? 
boredom is not lack of learning activities but meaning 
All sorts of funny learning activities were going on. 
There were a variety of activities going on in the English lessons that I 
observed. We read the text on a restaurant owner introducing his restaurant. 
We watched the taped TV show 'Yan Can Cook' and learned his 'roll and cut 
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and roll and cut'. We had students sharing their creative menus. There were 
also role-play, read-aloud, silent reading, dramatic reading, poem writing, 
vocabulary quizzes... Sometimes we talked about the school and what was 
happening around us. Let alone the joking they had enjoyed so much. 
Students were busy doing different tasks. Yet their recollection is limited. They 
felt bored and said that there was nothing to do. K is not only that adding more 
fun would appeal to the students but does not cancel out the boredom, they 
did not even regard these activities as anything to do. In other words, they do 
not care about these activities as soon as they leave the classroom. They do 
not see them as learning activities at all. There are also some less funny 
activities that are central to learning of English in classroom which I will 
discuss in a later section. 
Why are the students bored? Why a funny English teacher does not change 
the boring English lessons? What would then change the boring English 
lessons? What do they mean by 'nothing to do，when all the activities are 
going on? 
Some girls added that they were already more energetic in English lessons 
and I would never know what true boredom is like without listening to them on 
their Mathematics class. This suggests a comparison between the two 
subjects. 
English lessons for entertainment and relaxation throughout the 
years 
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I asked them why English was so boring to see what exactly the meaning is 
behind. 
I had been to their lessons; there was a lot going on. They argued that those 
were all old. They learned them in primary school. They said there was 
nothing to learn. They did not see the point of doing English lessons. They 
could just skip them and would not make any difference. 
I thought it may just be the underestimation of students' language level or a 
strategy of averaging the students to make the first year merely a revision of 
the past and more practices on that. But I was surprised how this might be 
true every year when they move on. 
An English teacher of both low and higher forms told me her disappointment 
about the school's ethos. She said some Form Four girls thanked her for 
letting them finally feel that they are learning! These girls spent all their junior 
years but they never felt they were learning anything. My sister and 丨 were 
surprised that such feeling was still there and has been so true to us across 
generations. The teacher reported that the girls survived these years seeing 
English lessons as a taken-for-granted time-out, a time to relax. They did not 
do this in other classes. 
It seems to me this consistency could not be achieved only by certain 
personal teaching styles of individual cases. I can see this as a result of 
structural relationship between subjects and how English becomes a weak 
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subject in competing students' attention and time (no matter how strong 
English is in terms of competing resources from the school managers). 
It is easy to see from inside the competition among subjects for students' 
attention and time. This is most obvious when we see the thick Mathematics 
exercises from junior years and famous scenes of whole senior classes 
stayed in classrooms doing Mathematics during recess and boys skipping 
lunch doing Mathematics at the library. You do not push the students hard to 
study your subjects, and then the other subjects will have them. 
It is too long a discussion to start here on why the school would rather cost 
this much trying to get students like and use English. What these feelings 
show us is these students actually want learning English more than having fun. 
And they are two separate things. 
What do they mean by boredom with nothing to learn while lots of activities fill 
up every lesson? 
4.1.4 Meaning of Boredom to them is Lack of Learning 
The school I visited is a high band EMI school. The students were themselves 
academically driven and some told me that they were disappointed because 
they expected an even more academic atmosphere from the school. I now 
see the students' desire from English class is primarily learning itself. The lack 
of meaning of English class among them is the lack of learning. (Boredom 
could possibly mean lack of freedom from school and from the compulsory 
and alien language for less academically driven in a lower band school, (see 
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Lin, 2005) and dissatisfaction in relationship building and feelings, the 
compatibility of the knowledge taught and students' own experience on top of 
learning "useful" knowledge, (see Poon Yu-Hin, 2008).) This requires more 
explanation. 
What is learning then? Why do English lessons provide nothing to learn? Why 
did they not say the same for Mathematics lessons? I remember some girls 
saying Mathematics was difficult. Their Mathematics teachers also pushed 
them forward by assuming some contents should be taught in primary school 
and students should have known them already. None of the boys, among 
those I talked to, was dissatisfied with the learning of Mathematics. They said 
there was nothing to revise or nothing to memorize but they never said there 
was nothing to learn. Overall, their impression on Mathematics is positive. 
4.1.5 Achievement by Intelligence and Achievement by Absence of Brain 
"Who are the clever ones?" 
Seth was praised as clever by the other students because of his Mathematics 
performance although he was 'infamous' for being not good at English. 
People said this with a sign of admiration. I think as academically driven 
students like them, being like Seth is a state they would want to achieve. 
Ricky was good at nearly all subjects, especially English. He was described 
as competitive. Most classmates disliked him and at various points of time 
tried to boycott him collectively. Some girls good at English were also 
described as competitive.丨 had not heard of people good at English being 
described as clever. 
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Being clever is achieving academically by intelligence. Being competitive has 
no such relation to intelligence. Being competitive is achieving without stating 
the way of achieving. In the students' words, English is achieved with "the 
absence of brain". It cannot be achieved by any particular means. 
Both achievements are desirable to students but with the obvious difference in 
applause, the Mathematics cleverness attracted recognition while the English 
competitiveness attracted envy. Being clever is more desirable. Proving of 
intelligence — "the use of brain" is important. 
There was actually a little story I heard from my sister about the Mathematics 
teacher in the class 1E. Legend says his teaching of Mathematics requires a 
delivery without a word. The storytellers were partly annoyed by the 
non-verbal delivery but were amazed at the same time. 
We start to see a hierarchy among subjects. Both are achievements. One 
represents intelligence, the other competitiveness; one attracts recognition, 
the other only envy; one requires no language and receives applause for it, 
the other cannot avoid the use of language at all. 
4.1.6 Achievement by no Particular Means and the Expressions of 
Easiness and Frustration 
"You don't need a brain to learn English!" 
There are some less funny learning activities going on as I mentioned earlier. 
Practices/drillings and vocabulary building are certainly English learning 
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activities. However, they do not count as learning. We are going to see how 
this contrasts with the comment that Mathematics contains learning and do 
not require revision and memorization. 
repetitive grammar and new vocabulary 
I understand that the grammar part might have been taught in their primary 
school. The teacher admitted that the Form One curriculum is largely a 
revision of the primary years (to deal with individual differences in their 
language achievement level). He told me there was one boy who actually 
sensed this and went to him and asked whether his feeling was right. 
If it is repetitive on the part of grammar and they said nothing is taught on that, 
then it is fine. But English is not only about grammar. I asked the students how 
come there was nothing to learn; at least there was definitely new vocabulary. 
There it was where they claimed vocabulary learning did not count. I kept 
asking for clarification. They could not tell why but they were sure about their 
feelings; they were not contented with this mode of learning or 丨 should say 
they did not feel this was not qualified as earning. 
No matter what, the teacher does think this kind of arrangement works and in 
my teaching experience, this view is not exceptional at all. He believes that 
learning happens when students are using the language (the learned 
grammar with new vocabulary) all the time, they are practicing the four skills 
already while they do not notice. And they do not need to notice. 
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confidence in adults and frustration in children about the 'without 
notice' approach 
An elder friend who had his higher education overseas totally agreed with this 
idea. He spoke with his successful 'without-notice' language learning 
experience and challenged my over-reaction in asking for its justifications. As 
a teacher, I can see how the mechanism would work with students' hard work 
and obedience. As a student, I might have learnt some English even when I 
doubt if there is any progress, but I would not know until there is some 
obvious improvement. I will not want to pay more attention and effort thinking 
that would be a waste and will not make any difference.丨 can feel their 
accumulated frustration from learning English. I also see how this mechanism 
may fail some students and blame this failure on students' problematic 
behaviour and lack of hard work, the frequent complaints from teachers, if 
they do not 'follow without knowing why'. 
A student may eventually learn without noticing it but one's perception 
towards a subject is set. They do not respect a subject that fails its own name 
by offering no knowledge, vice versa. They think that is a waste of time to do 
the lessons that they do not expect to gain anything in terms of knowledge. 
These lessons soon become the break time between real lessons of other 
subjects, a time to stop thinking to recover from the last lessons and prepare 
for the next. 
But why constant practices of language use and vocabulary building do not 
count as knowledge? This leads us to explore what qualities make subject 
content knowledge. 
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"Knowing is knowing!" 
In an individual interview, Dian, a higher achiever in English shared with me 
her secret of success. There is actually no secret. She thought knowing is 
knowing. You will know it if you will. That is just how it is done and you can do 
nothing about it. Achieving in English is such a mysterious process that one 
cannot make any effort to make it happen. 
"No need to use the brain!" 
In a casual chat in the corridor during the recess time, Julian gave a brief but 
important comment: no need to use the brain (in learning English). I was not 
able ask for elaboration. First, I did not have time for this. Second, she was 
not willing to talk anyway. Actually, she was refusing my invitation for 
individual interviews. Above all, her comment was more an expression of 
feeling rather than organized thought. 
"Think too much!" 
When my sister had a chance to sit down and talk to her Japanese teacher, 
her teacher told her her view on successful language learning. She felt people 
failed to learn Japanese well because they think too much. 
The native Japanese teacher explained that her students, especially those 
from Mainland, failed to learn good Japanese not because they were not 
hard-working enough but that they thought too much. She suggested thinking 
too much was harmful to learning a second language. 
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My sister agreed. She drew from her own learning experience to tell that the 
first step to learning a foreign language is to 'know the contexts (cultural 
appropriateness), get a language sense and sense of achievement'. To do so, 
one should first follow and put oneself into others' (the target language 
speakers') shoes. Learning a new language is not to form grammatical 
sentences but appropriate sentences. And you do not own the language. You 
have to humble yourself to learn about other people's asset. 
This echoes with Julian's (and other) comment that "(learning English) doesn't 
need a brain'. Learning a foreign language is probably the process of imitation 
at an early stage which could easily be regarded as 'brainless'. We seldom 
think baby learning their first words with their brain. We simply assume this is 
the natural development as they grow. Also, learning a language is not 
rewarded proportionally to intelligence and effort. The process is still a 
mysterious one. And this brings out the difference in learning a foreign 
language and a first language, which is not attended to in current pedagogical 
approaches like total immersion. We will discuss more on the current 
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pedagogical approaches in Chapter Six. 
4.1.7 Level of Desirability of English and Mathematics 
We start this chapter by depicting the central component to the students' 
English learning experiences: boredom. It is necessary to understand what 
boredom means to the students rather than by outsider's framework of 
perceptions. From their description of the funny English teacher without 
making a change to boring English lessons and the boring Mathematics 
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teacher without making a change to interesting Mathematics lessons, we see 
the boredom of English learning is not lack of funny things happening. Rather, 
in light of Breidenstein's (2007) research, boredom is a lack of meaning. We 
come to understand the lack of meaning to these academically driven 
students is the lack of learning. It is not easy to understand their perception of 
lack of learning while seeing various learning activities going on in class. 
When they say there is nothing to learn in English, they are excluding 
language production (practices on four skills and grammar) and vocabulary 
building. We go on to see that cyclical Mathematics drillings do not bring the 
students such dissatisfaction. We also see the features of these learning, from 
students' different praises to English achievers as competitive and 
Mathematics achievers as clever. Mathematics achievement is by intelligence 
and thus desirable but English achievement is by ‘no brain' which is easy to 
do but frustrating to pursue. With all these observations, we see that there is a 
hierarchy of academic subjects from their perception, measured by the level 
of desirability. The higher end represents subjects that bring about learning 
while the lower end those that can hardly do the same. 
4.2 Hierarchy of Academic Subjects 
4.1 Existence of Hierarchy 
We started our discussion with the observation on boredom. It was just a point 
of departure. We do not aim to see boredom itself for this study. It just 
happened to come up as an important element in the students' learning 
experience. What we find valuable to discuss further is the hierarchy of 
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academic subjects we see in the discussion on the contrast of English and 
Mathematics. 
Some subjects enjoy higher status than others. Some subjects are boring and 
we fight to stay with it; some are boring but we do not care. Some are empty 
to us and we are annoyed, but some are empty but fine. Some subjects can 
never be too boring to cause us to dislike them; some can never be made 
more interesting to be appealing. 
In an earlier paragraph, boring subjects are listed. There are two interesting 
exceptions that are worth mentioning. One is Physical Education. Physical 
Education is always fun and easy to boys and remains a favourite subject. 
(Girls, on the other hand, do not have one popular subject among them.) 
Another is Design and Technology. Design and Technology has not much to 
do in class which, however, is not complained as boring or useless but, 
according to some girls attending the class, enjoyable for its unsupervised 
free time for the prolonged crafting tasks. The former is not an uncommon 
observation for the gendered orientation to academic subjects while the latter 
suggests that some subjects afford to be boring and empty but some are not. 
The above subjects are accused for reasons more than boredom and 
emptiness in content. Though boredom is experienced in many subjects, they 
felt particularly strong for English and Mathematics, among the subjects they 
mentioned. 
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English is the subject of subjects in EMI schools. Learning English is to learn 
all other subjects better. Rebecca recalled her mother's reminder from time to 
time. ‘It is always good to learn better English. It will benefit you anyway.' 
English is a subject that we will not easily give up. We see the importance of 
succeeding in the subject. But we are annoyed. There is something wrong 
about English that prevent us from pursuing it. We try hard to fight that 
something. 
Mathematics is another subject that we will not easily give up. We see a love 
for the subject. A love that is inherent. Anything wrong outside is never big 
enough to interfere. We still do Mathematics. Parrot and Jackson confessed 
their love for Mathematics since primary school. They cannot tell exactly why 
but they like doing it. Even when they thought the current Mathematics 
teacher was boring or not teaching very well, their love to Mathematics was 
not harmed. 'You love Mathematics if you love Mathematics.' 
4.2 A "Knowledge Hierarchy" and an "Advantage Hierarchy" 
4.2.1 Positions of English and Mathematics 
There are two hierarchies of academic subjects: a hierarchy by intellectual 
status and a hierarchy by social economic status. I call them knowledge 
hierarchy and advantage hierarchy. The knowledge hierarchy lines up 
academic subjects by their extent of knowledge provided. Subjects which 
increase knowledge represents true learning and enjoy a higher status. 
Higher status in this hierarchy is also inherently valuable for academically 
driven students like those I visited. The advantage hierarchy lines up 
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academic subjects by the number of advantages they produce. Subjects 
which increase advantages represent true earning and enjoy a higher status. 
Higher status in this hierarchy is also instrumentally valuable for students who 
have a sense of future study and career plan, including those I met. 
We find the former from our observation. The latter is embedded in the boys' 
disadvantage argument and now mentioned to assist discussion. Enjoying 
high status in both hierarchies would be best for a student. This though does 
not always happen and we see a problem in understanding the case of 
English. 
English enjoys a higher status in the advantage hierarchy but a lower one in 
the knowledge hierarchy. Students have a rough impression that English will 
help them in many aspects in the present and in the future though they may 
not be able to name exactly what they are. Aaron had a tough time thinking up 
concrete examples and so hard that he argued with a hypothetical situation 
that you would have missed a cone of ice cream when a foreign stranger 
suddenly wanted to offer you if you did not know English well. On the other 
hand, students have a rough impression that English is not learned through 
intelligence and falls short of expectation as a form of knowledge. The 
knowledge hierarchy seems to be a more important scale than the advantage 
one based on the students' negative overall comment on the English 
Language subject. 
I would like to see the advantage hierarchy as a set of value set in society. 
Children learn from their everyday life that this advantage is something they 
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should pursue or they would have to prepare to suffer the possible bad 
consequences. Una is a self-explanatory example when she talked about her 
view on the importance of English like a narrator in the Business English 
Campaign commercials. Contradiction emerges when academically driven 
students do not see the inherent value of knowledge in a subject but have to 
care for it for the instrumental advantages. English becomes a site of 
contradiction and frustration where they are bound not to care less. This is 
easily understood in reference of the lower status of the English majors in 
universities even they enjoy high status when they get a good result for 
English in A-level exams. Good English enables you to enter a university, but 
it does not seem that valuable when you continue studying or achieving it. 
This also explains how students' disrespect to the subject could be mistaken 
as disrespect to the teacher or any other behavioural problems or mere bad 
personality. 
There is a note of reminder. A friend of mine, an English teacher, reflected on 
how they seem in the higher end of the school structure and enjoy a priority of 
resources. She found this only true from the outside. When the workload and 
expectation are considered, they are actually at the lower end from the inside. 
4.2.2. A Speculation on the Chinese Language 
I here briefly mention my speculation on the higher respect for the subject 
Chinese Language than the English Language to fulfill popular requests and 
raise the issue for future research. The Chinese Language is not just another 
language subject but the subject of our own cultural heritage, passing on 
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cultural and moral values through the introduction to role models and 
forefathers and the appreciation of their classical works. The Chinese 
Language is a cultural bearer while the English Language is reduced to 
language skills to serve secular interests. Thus, the authority of the Chinese 
Language does not appeal to objective knowledge but moral teaching and 
artistic appreciation. The English Language gains no such respect and 
authority for its equally real and rich cultural heritage of different sources. The 
waiving of cultural heritage of the subject is at the same time a waiving of 
cultural baggage. This lack of cultural aspects allows the subject to be given 
instrumental values to its largest extent. And this is how I would explain the 
paradox of the Chinese Language being actually respected but unpopular and 
the English Language being disrespected but popular comparatively. 
4.2.3 English at the Lower end of Desirability 
Reading the students' perception of English as lack of learning side by side 
with the moral panic about boys' underachievement in English raised in the 
public I mentioned in the beginning of the report, we can actually see at least 
two hierarchies of academic subjects that make the claim 'English is an 
undesirable yet important subject' possible. One is the level of desirability by 
inherent value: increase in knowledge, the other is by instrumental value: 
increase in socio-economic advantages. The mentioning of the second one 
helps us to understand the legitimacy of the first. 
On the one hand, English is undesirable to pursue because students do not 
find what they participate in English lessons bring increase in knowledge; on 
the other hand, English is too important to give up because it is thought as the 
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essential requirement for the current study of other subjects taught in English 
and any future study plan and career path. 
It turns out that students minimize their time on studying English so as to 
make participation in non-learning tolerable. We should notice that there is a 
contradiction between the importance assigned to English in society on the 
one hand and the lack of inherent value in the students' minds because of the 
'shallow' --- merely instrumental value assumed. 
In this section, I attempt to resolve the contradiction of co-existence of 
desirability and undesirability of the English Language subject. In the next 
section, I am going to explain how the knowledge hierarchy is constructed in 
terms of the authority and masculinity of 'objective knowledge'. 
4.3 Authority and Masculinity of "Objective" Knowledge 
4.3.1 Authority of Objective Knowledge: the Way of Organizing 
Knowledge 
It is easy to understand how students concern about knowledge. The 
necessary negative impression on English as a result is not. Why must 
English be in the lower end of the knowledge hierarchy? We may explain this 
by exploring the making of the knowledge hierarchy in terms of authority and 
masculinity of 'objective' knowledge. 
This definition of knowledge presently used is not the only definition it can be. 
It is a historical product. 
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Since 1960's, the divide of hard and soft sciences was a hot topic. The hard 
scientists thought soft scientists were inferior to themselves (Sennett, 2004). 
This hierarchy of knowledge has its origin far back in the age of enlightenment 
where modern masculine definition of knowledge such as rationality and 
objectivity (Harding, 2004) emerged as the sole definition and is still 
penetrating and working to influence our perception of knowledge. Elizabeth 
Anderson (2009) in The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy gives a precise 
and concise description: 
This package arose in the 17th-18th centuries, as a philosophical 
account of why Newtonian science was superior to its Scholastic 
predecessor. According to this account, the predecessor science, which 
represented objects as intrinsically possessing secondary qualities and 
ends, confused the way things are in themselves with the ways they are 
related to emotionally engaged human knowers, who erroneously 
projected their own mental states and value judgments onto things. 
Adoption of the objective methods listed above enabled the successor 
scientists to avoid these errors and achieve an "absolute" conception of 
the universe (Williams 1978). Feminists object to each element in this 
package as a normative idea丨 and as a general description of how 
science works. 
The values upheld in modern formal education such as systematicism and 
individualism (and also reduction, abstraction and measurability) (Chang 
Shu-Chuan, 2006) all echo the enlightenment perspective. This explains how 
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curriculum of each subject is guided by this value package to fulfill this 
normative ideal to maintain its identity as a legitimate knowledge system. 
This one and only standard for measuring up every single knowledge system 
is not unproblematic. Feminists have given strong critiques of such objectivity: 
Feminist critiques of objectivity are directed not against all claims to 
objectivity, but against particular conceptions of objectivity. The 
conceptions of objectivity considered problematic by feminists include the 
following: (a) Subject/object dichotomy: what is really ("objectively") 
real exists independently of knowers. (b) Aperspectivity: "objective" 
knowledge is ascertained through "the view from nowhere," a view that 
transcends or abstracts from our particular locations, (c) Detachment: 
knowers have an "objective" stance toward what is known when they are 
emotionally detached from it. (d) Value-neutrality: knowers have an 
"objective" stance toward what is known when they adopt a neutral 
attitude toward it, declining to judge it either good or bad. (e) Control: 
"objective" knowledge of an object (the way it "really" is) is attained by 
controlling it, especially by experimental manipulation, and observing the 
regularities it manifests under control, (f) External guidance: "objective" 
knowledge consists of representations whose content is dictated by the 
way things really are, not by the knower. These ideas are often combined 
into a package of claims about science: that its aim is to know the way 
things are, independent of knowers, and that scientists achieve this aim 
through detachment and control, which enable them to achieve 
aperspectivity and external guidance. (Anderson, 2009) 
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Making such 'objectivity' as if it is a given ideal to measure up any knowledge 
system builds up its image as unquestioned, authoritative. It presupposes the 
legitimacy of this standard. 
4.3.2 Masculinity of Objective Knowledge 
Harding (1999) put forth the idea that besides the woman question in science, 
there is also the science question in feminism that is worth attempting in 
gender and science studies. Part of the science question concerns the 
discrimination in meaning of science: concepts and theories developed from 
some Enlightenment perspective like rationality and objectivity are regarded 
as superior because they are compatible with a modern definition of 
masculinity, making masculinity a necessary condition for science 
achievement. (Hard) scientists, for example, prefer hierarchical top-down 
model to describe what they observe. 
Academic subjects can be seen as desirable under different ideals of 
knowledge. In our experience, they are always placed in hierarchy - a 
masculine way of description. By positioning certain subjects like English as 
subjective, irrational and feminine, while others like Mathematics as objective, 
rational and masculine, English is further defined as an inferior and feminine 
subject. 
Another part of the science question in feminism is the discrimination in 
science education: the deficiency model of girls instead of deficiency model of 
the subject (the texts and practices) is adopted to distance girls from engaging 
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in science. By contrast, such deficiency model is not adopted in the boys' 
underachievement discourse. In the same vein, this study does not attempt to 
re-adopt the deficiency model of boys as a solution to the underachievement 
problem. In light of the subject deficiency model, we are able to see inferior, 
feminine qualities are being imposed to English and make the subject an 
undesirable one to both boys and girls. As the feminine qualities are regarded 
as inferior, girls, people who are assumed to possess such qualities, are 
regarded as inferior. No matter how girls may achieve in English (or 
traditionally masculine subjects such as Mathematics, in earlier academic 
discussion), their achievement is diminished by the assumed way of 
achieving - 'feminine' way. Nancy Brickhouse, Patricia Lowery and 
Katherine Schultz (2000) argues, in their study on four girls who engaged a lot 
in science, how students 丨earn science depends on whether they view 
themselves as the kind of persons who engage in science. We will discuss the 
identity issue further in chapter Five. 
The maintenance of hierarchy and masculinity of objective knowledge and its 
extension to the hierarchical perceptions of academic subjects in turn 
reinforces the hierarchical gender relationship. The hierarchical gender 
relationship in turn reinforces the masculine definition of knowledge and the 
hierarchical relationship of subjects. 
4.3.3 "Knowledge Hierarchy" and Gender Hierarchy 
In this section, we have looked at the historical distinction between hard 
science and soft science and how the former is perceived as more 
authoritative. We then see how modern formal education upholds values that 
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are coherent to and coincides with the hard science definition and creates the 
knowledge hierarchy of academic subjects in students' learning experiences. 
Borrowing the feminist critiques and conceptions of objectivity, we can see 
that this hierarchical definition of knowledge is a masculine one. We shall 
further the discussion by seeing how the maintenance of gender hierarchy 
goes hand in hand with the maintenance of the knowledge hierarchy. 
4.4 The Making (and/or the Unsuccessful Making) of Objective Academic 
Subjects 
How do the conceptions of objectivity work to put English and Mathematics (or 
other science subjects) into their positions in the hierarchy? What are the 
consequences of these positioning? 
4.4.1 The Making of Hierarchy of Knowledge and Physics as the Core 
Tsai (2004) reports that, through ‘the physics discourse', physics is 
constructed as the hardest core of science which only the smartest will be the 
future physicists. Women of relationality and most men will never be good 
enough to handle the absolute abstraction. Therefore in an elite pedagogy, 
women and most men are marginalized and ignored in physics classes. 
Similarly, I have mentioned Walkerdine's (1989, in Jones, 1993) observation 
in a primary Mathematics class in the second chapter: it illustrates the making 
of Mathematics objective subjects against English as subjective in literature. 
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4.4.2 Defining Mathematics as Objective, Distortions and Sacrifice of 
Richness Involved 
Walkerdine's (1989, in Jones, 1993) study on math argues against the usual 
conception of mathematical terms (e.g. 'more') as abstract and shows that the 
same word was given different implicit meanings to different children, middle 
class or working class. The role play activities require students to translate 
their transaction into abstract mathematical equations. Most girls and 
non-middle class boys tend to resist the shift. The school's educational belief 
on what math is match up with that of middle class boys, making girls and 
some boys difficult in picking up such values in order to fulfill the learning of 
math. 
In the shopping games Walkerdine reports, students were required to sell or 
buy goods in 'authentic' situation but in the end they should translate those 
transactions into abstract mathematical equations to prove they have learned. 
Those who fail in equations (though succeeded in transactions) then had not 
grasped the concepts well enough in the teachers' eyes. Meanings of the 
subject, signified in its activities, are culturally constructed as 'calculating for 
abstraction, but not survival'. In order to control math, one has to leave the 
real world behind. These concepts and practices had limited the availability of 
subject positions thus made math difficult to the girls and working-class boys. 
In broader sense it is the educational concepts (signified in activities of any 
subjects) from the school and teachers that matters. The problem is not 
whether 'girls do relatively poorly in math' and the solution is therefore 'more 
school work, better teaching, and more encouragement'. It is the different 
concepts of school work, authority of teachers and dominant discourse of a 
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'good student' brought by lived experiences regarding their class, gender and 
cultural belief that makes the girls not a good student and not good at math 
and therefore will never achieve if they do not acculturate. 
The distance from real life and abstraction over reality in Mathematics helps to 
maintain its upper end position in the knowledge hierarchy. Such masculine 
definition of school knowledge is maintained through these concrete learning 
activities. 
Such distortion sacrifices the richness of Mathematics and limits the 
development of the subject. One of the girls in my school, Rebecca revealed 
her frustration in learning Mathematics. She kept saying Mathematics was too 
hard a subject to learn. She particularly mentioned how the 'steps 
requirement' bothered her. In contextualized questions (often known as 'word 
questions' in Chinese), she often gives correct answers by intuition, especially 
in simpler ones. She immediately jumps to write the answer without giving the 
working out. Intuition however is not a legitimate way of proof in Mathematics 
even it gives the correct answer. Abstraction in Mathematical expressions is 
more important than the correct answer. She was annoyed this answer was 
not accepted. This recalls my memory of Barbara McClintock's intuition in the 
study of maize (Evelyn Fox Keller, 1995). Intuition is not absence of brain. If 
intuition is accepted as valuable and part of learning and we use it well, it can 
broaden our conception of Mathematics - the what and how of this knowledge 
system and we would not have discouraged the girl, making her think she is 
not 'material for being Mathematician'. 
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4.4.3 Defining English as Subjective, Distortions and Sacrifice of 
Richness Involved 
scond order presentation 
Knowledge systems are certain ways of organizing human's discovery or 
inspiration they collect and renew in life. The raw materials, in both English 
and Mathematics, are all messy in the first instance. In classroom, English 
and Mathematics are not presented in their most primitive way. They are 
organized under the guidance of modern formal education concepts, currently 
popular pedagogical approach, subject traditions and many other concepts. 
Mathematics is organized by topics such as geometry and statistics. People 
learn the basics of calculation then move on to more complicated equations. 
Rules are clear. They do not get to see the ups and downs Mathematicians 
have gone through to concentrate their observation into an equation. They do 
not see a choice in Mathematicians making of Mathematics. They will not 
have an exercise book that contains questions they cannot solve with the 
equations they have learnt at their level. The Mathematics knowledge is 
externally guided value-neutral, detached and aperspective. It fulfills the 
masculine ideal of objectivity and control and earns itself the respect as a 
qualified knowledge. 
In a science class, experiments are controlled to produce made-believe 'truth'. 
Repetition of similar results in every group confirms the given pattern. Groups 
producing different results should consider the possibility of not having 
followed the instructions strict enough. 
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Equations or theorems in Mathematics, laws or rules in Science are to be 
'proven' as if this is the one and only way of organizing and structuring natural 
knowledge. This masks the fact that any knowledge system is set of artifacts, 
with no exception. The authority of masculine knowledge definition makes 
these appearances as unassailable as 1+1=2. 
Doing English is not a process of proving what is safely there. Doing English 
is not a controlled experiment. No single language production is the same. It 
is a process of creation and adventure. There is not always right or wrong. 
Many of the times, there are only good or bad, or beautiful or not. 
English in terms of grammar, to a certain extent, achieves similar 
rule-following effect. But doing English can hardly involve only second order 
presentation. Students have to get in touch with the language as it is used in 
real life. They cannot avoid seeing English in its messy state. Also, English 
has countless exceptions from its historical evolution and regional 
development and will not be as neat and tidy as Mathematics and Science. 
distance with real life 
As Walkerdine's (1989’ in Jones, 1993) study of Mathematics lesson shows, 
the interest in abstraction makes any knowledge close to real life the lower 
end of the knowledge hierarchy. Mathematics is structured to treat these real 
life relations as just a motivational start, if not to eliminate them. English, as a 
language concerns life situation, will not be able to treat real life relations as a 
point of start. It remains an organic interaction with real life. And this 
faithfulness to the subject eventually earns no respect for the subject. 
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Vocabulary building 
Vocabulary building is often a nasty business. It is always a messy collection 
of new words from various occasions. Science is a closed system but 
Language an open one. It is always changing - changing as renewal not as 
instability as may be seen in subject/object dichotomy. We have no control 
over where, when and in what way they come to our sight. In school, the best 
organization of vocabulary is to list the news words in alphabetical order or by 
life incidents. After all, students have to learn them by rote. The words may 
have certain spelling patterns that hint at the rationality of language. However, 
for most of the time, with the abundance of exceptions, students have to learn 
words by rote. Or at least before we know enough to see the patterns. And by 
rote, students do not regard this process as learning at all. Using their words, 
rote vocabulary building needs no brain. Rote vocabulary building is not 
learning. 
Ms Chan's cookbooks as "off topic" 
The girls from 1A (not my observation class) told an anecdote in their English 
class. Talking in English, other classmates asked Ms Chan, their English 
teacher, about the Beauty Kitchen contest (an adaptation of a TV 
entertainment show) held earlier in school. Ms Chan was excited to talk about 
the details and took the initiative to bring her favourite English cookbooks to 
class the next day to share the words of food and cooking. However, the girls I 
interviewed were annoyed by such gesture. They did not see this as an 
extended language learning activity. They saw it as ‘off-topic’. They found the 
sharing a compulsory listening to the teacher's personal interest. They 
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thought that it is inappropriate to have taken up the class time for personal 
sharing. I wondered whether they found that at least they had benefited from 
knowing more vocabulary. They were negative about this view and justified it 
by saying the words were too hard that they did not need to learn at that time. 
As I see it, the personal sharing and attachment to real life violates the 
detachment principle. The violation can hardly be avoided in humanistic 
subjects such as English - they need their 'nutrition' or input that comes from 
life. The assumption of appropriate and limited content for certain level of 
learning English seem to be influenced by the modern formal education 
concepts. The possible good English lesson is therefore judged as a definite 
evil selfish deed. 
penmanship 
Language is after all a creative business. Taught in forms of rule following as 
in grammar translation, for example, w川 still help students acquire the ski" but 
the strict conforming to this as an ideal wHI always be an obstacle and distort 
English learning. 
Artistic aspects are suppressed to meet the instrumental distortion (English as 
skills) and objectivity. For example, one of the students in my observation 
class, Parrot's interest in English penmanship was not entertained and 
appreciated in the school learning of English. This did not stop him from 
practicing his penmanship though. However, he knows that penmanship is not 
something included in English learning — not in the school curriculum and in 
exams. 
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total immersion approach 
The total opposite way - conforming language as a subjective and irrational 
subject ends up with the same inferiority of English. The no-pain first 
language simulation approach in English, which is a popular approach in 
Hong Kong (Lin, 1997), does not push students to endless drills. They just 
need to use English until they speak English like breathing air. This approach 
justifies a relaxing atmosphere as it is necessary for language learning. 
However, as these girls revealed, this atmosphere does not help them learn 
well. They just take it as a break from actual learning before and after English 
lessons. After all, they feel lost and regret about not learning anything about 
English in all these years. 
English's disgrace by ludicrously unsuccessful blind imitation 
In the last section, we have explored the making of authority in one form of 
objective knowledge and how objectivity becomes the standard measuring 
other forms of knowledge and therefore disqualifies 'soft science' subjects like 
the English Language. Here in this section, we go into the details how 
(dis)qualification works in the case of English and Mathematics. 
The analysis shows what aspects of Mathematics are disposed and enlarged 
to form an objective image and what aspects of English are disposed and 
enlarged to form a subjective image. This dichotomist shaping of subjects is a 
distortion because of the misconceptions of objectivity. Without such distortion, 
the difference between the two subjects is actually smaller, and so is their 
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gender association. As a result of this distortion, richness of subjects is 
sacrificed and it is meant to be a loss in terms of learning. 
Worse still, English does not only suffer from having to sacrifice its richness 
and being positioned at the lower end of the knowledge hierarchy as a 
subjective knowledge (or to an extreme, as a non-knowledge in students' 
perception), but also disgraces itself by ludicrously unsuccessful blind 
imitation (in Chinese:東方桓交夂objectivity. This means that from time to time 
people pay effort in organizing English in a more 'objective' way but fail to 
persist because of its open knowledge system and close attachment to real 
life. 
4.5 Conclusion: The Valuable but Inferior and Feminine Subject 
Examining the meaning of boredom in students' learning experience, we 
come to see the undesirability of English achievement through the absence of 
intelligence in the English Language. This undesirability in terms of 
knowledge coexists, paradoxically with its desirability in terms of social 
economic advantages. English is shaped to be ‘the feminine other' by the 
dichotomous, hierarchical and masculine definition of objectivity to maintain 
the authority of the masculine subjects such as Mathematics. Such 
maintenance extends its effect to maintain the superiority of men over women. 
From such perspective, English is a subject that both boys and girls hesitate 
to engage in. English achievement, thus girls' higher achievement in English, 
is only a demeaning package that is the envy of non-achievers in terms of 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Learning as Identity Construction: the Case of English 
Nancy Brickhouse, Patricia Lowery and Katherine Schultz (2000) states in 
their study how students learn science depends on whether they view 
themselves as the kind of persons who engage in science. In the same vein, 
how students learn any other subject depends on whether they view 
themselves as the kind of persons who engage in that subject. Treating the 
knowledge hierarchy and advantage hierarchy as the background, we may 
now attempt to see students' engagement in English based on their gender 
and intellectual positioning of self and its relationship with English. In 
particular, I am going to show cases in conformity to the masculine 
conceptions of hierarchical subjects and see English as an acquisition of skill, 
a case in its rebellions and see English as a living and a part of his student 
identity. They are two individual boys. Then I will contrast these cases with the 
case of girls as a group and see how they work in a third way. 
5.1 Achiever by Instrumental Rationality: Jackson, the "Career Plan" 
Boy 
5.1.1 Football, Mathematics and Online War Game 
Jackson is a typical boy in terms of his favourite pastimes. He likes football, 
Mathematics and computer games. He spent most of the recess and lunch 
time on the football field. He went out with his classmates to play football in 
the holidays. He tried to finish the summer Mathematics exercises before the 
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others. Other times, he played online games such as Travian, a game of war 
and building up an empire. 
5.1.2 Jackson's Pride 
Jackson was one of the high English achievers in class. He particularly 
impressed me when he stood up against the English teacher in class asking 
for explanation and elaboration on his points. In the later interview, the English 
teacher refused to identify this as a sign of academic interest. The teacher 
stressed his knowledge about the boy and interpreted his act as an eagerness 
to impress an outsider - me the researcher. In a phone interview with Jackson, 
I found similar reactions to impress. When I asked him about how he would 
seek help for academic problems, he said he would turn to his parents. When 
I repeated his answer, he seemed a little annoyed and emphasized that his 
parents could certainly help him in his homework because they were both 
university graduates. I felt a little awkward about this reaction at first but soon 
realized his attempt to preserve his pride. Jackson also shared his career 
aspiration as an accountant and how this was being achieved under his 
controlled plan which I am going to show below. 
5.1.3 Career Plan and English Study Plan 
Jackson has a plan. He wants to be an accountant in the future because he 
likes Mathematics. He does not know the details of the job. He simply 
assumes this is a job related to numbers and cannot be too different from his 
expectation. With this goal in mind, he sees English as a subject that is 
important to pass, good to achieve but less important than mathematics, less 
prioritized to be assigned extra time and attention. 
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This does not mean he does not care about his English learning progress. I 
briefly mentioned a boy who sensed that the Form One curriculum is largely a 
revision of the primary years and went to the English teacher and asked 
whether his feeling was right. That was Jackson. Unlike other frustrated 
classmates, he felt alright about this arrangement. He rationally accepted it 
assuming there were levels of knowledge properly assigned to each year and 
he will be fine with the study as long as he followed the given study schedule 
each year. He monitored his English progress not falling behind the majority 
and paying minimum effort to just achieve this. When I asked him why, he 
nearly thought this was a stupid question that needed not explicate the 
answer 一 it is not wise to put too much time in English. There are loads of 
other things that are worth spending time on. 
Jackson's English study plan elaborated from his career plan is totally under 
his control. Even when something goes wrong, he will seek information, 
examine the situation and judge if this is necessary to be altered. He 
minimizes resources for an instrumental subject like English. He will spend 
just enough time to get a good result, not best, just good enough for his career. 
He will spend the rest of the time and effort in subjects he likes and that he will 
develop a career from. 
There is a line from a Hong Kong stand-up comedian: No hurry, just be quick. 
It intends to describe the impersonalized demand from bosses. I do think it 
does more than that; it captures some shared experience of Hong Kong 
people - there is something that you do not have to put your heart in 
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achieving it but in the end you still have to achieve it. The task is assigned to 
you. The requirement is unchanged. English is one of such requirements. It is 
achieved in detachment. 
5.1.4 The Tight Schedule 
This is easy to understand now my pressure in interviewing Jackson. Jackson 
is always busy achieving what he has planned on schedule. It is hard to find a 
time that fits into his rather full schedule even in the summer time. He would 
not have been sparing extra time in participating in interviews if I had not 
stayed in the school with them to a point that he thinks I am his friend and 
considers this participation as a favour to a friend. He was so occupied that in 
the first phone interview, he kept asking how many more questions I had to 
ask. He also ended the interview early to return to his work. I had to arrange 
another time for an additional phone interview afterwards. 
5.1.5 Ricky, the Competitor and Assistant 
In his highly organized English study plan, there was a person who caught his 
attention. It was Ricky. He could not help but noticed Ricky's outstanding 
achievement in English. From time to time, he compared his results with 
Ricky's. Ricky is his virtual rival (Jackson is Ricky's). Ricky told me the same 
in his interview. In times where Ricky was boycotted by the whole class, 
Jackson managed himself to talk to Ricky. This does not imply that he saw 
Ricky as a friend. He just found it mature and useful to get rid of the emotion. 
He kept in mind that Ricky is good at English and it is useful if he can ask 
Ricky questions when he needs. Neither did he see Ricky as a consultant. He 
was cautious in telling me the story that I should not think he is any inferior to 
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Ricky or he feels thankful at all for Ricky's help. Ricky is rather like a peer who 
offers academic assistance. 
Jackson is a manager for his study. With his instrumental rationality, he 
calculates the minimum resources for learning English, keeps the progress 
under control and manages his emotion without harming the progress and 
always has a sense of competition. In such masculine mode of learning, 
Jackson is able to detach himself from the feminine position of English learner 
and the inferiority of English achievement. English remains 'the other' of his 
favourite Mathematics. 
5.2 Achiever by Feminine Persona Over-acted: Ricky, the "Maria" Boy 
Ricky was one of the highest achievers in class. He ranked 6/209 overall, 
6/209 in English. He is top in his class. 
5.2.1 Language, Study and People 
As a virtual rival to Jackson, Ricky achieves English in quite a different way. 
Life to Ricky is studying as he should, having a lot of enjoyment in languages 
and interacting with a lot of people. 
5.2.2 The Fundamental Duty of Student 
English is part of his responsibility as a student. He insists that students' 
primary business is to do their best in their studies. This applies to every 
subject. This is how he explains how he achieves in many subjects. He admits 
that he cares a lot about getting good results. In his conception, there are two 
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'good results': one is the best of your performance, the other a good result 
among others. You do your best, and not by all sorts of means (or evil means), 
then you fulfill your duty as a student; you do well among other people, 
regardless of means, you get a good result. He sees the former as the basic 
good result through effort. When he reaches the top, he feels that he should 
get and maintain a good result among others if he is to show his best. 
In the same interview, when he felt more comfortable after we have known 
each other for long time, he even grabbed my notebook without asking me 
and discussed with me, like a colleague, how I could refine the thesis title. I 
see more than duty in Ricky. I see a passion for learning, particularly for 
languages. 
5.2.3 Language of Fun and Sharing 
Ricky sees beauty in languages and loves to engage more and more in them. 
He was famous for his singing, poem recitation and drama performance. He 
was particularly interested in the beautiful sounds of English. It is always fun 
to engage in English whenever and wherever he is. 
He also shares this happiness with others. Recitation, drama and other oral 
performances need audience. In class, he is not shy to perform in front of the 
class. At home, he switches the family time into English time and 'forces' his 
mother to chat with him in English. English to Ricky is a relational activity. 
Unlike the boys in Alloway, Gilbert, Gilbert & Henderson's (2003) study, the 
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boy did not show a dominance of the classroom in oral performance in class, 
he was engaging other classmates in that language activity. 
5.2.4 The Keen Performer who Makes Fun of Himself 
Ricky likes interacting with people. I did not feel any pressure in making 
appointment with Ricky. He was the one who felt nervous, worrying that he 
was not giving what I was looking for. 
He goes to chat and have lunch with girls. Boys often tend to finish their lunch 
individually and as quickly as possible then go to the football field or computer 
room. He joins a lot of extra-curricular activities. There he has many 
acquaintances from higher forms. Among his classmates, his role is less 
equal. He is often the comedian, making fun of himself to create laughter. 
On the first day of observation there was the role play. It was counted as part 
of their daily marks. Ricky cross-cast a woman customer (potential 
embarrassment as the only mixed-sex pair), swung the tie and smelt it, being 
coquettish, explained beforehand the intention to get higher grade, 
classmates pretended to vomit. They themselves couldn't help laughing. 
Ricky's beautiful English pronunciation impressed me most. At the same time, 
I heard the other students shouting 'Lo Hoi-pang' (a famous local male 
comedian often do cross-dressing, who appeared also in the show Enjoy 
Yourself Tonight). I thought they were referring to Ricky but actually it referred 
to Julian, the girl who had to cross-cast a male salesperson. 
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One day the teacher brought Ricky (and Jonathan, another boy) their 
certificates they gained in an inter-school competition, Speech Festival. He 
was invited to perform in front of the whole class for their appreciation. The 
teacher encouraged a culture of sharing and encouragement. He pulled 
himself together, concentrated and performed formally with exaggerating 
intonations, could not help laughing and making everybody laugh, did not 
quite finish the whole piece. 
This is not a single example. When Ricky and his classmates went out to a 
teacher's wedding in the city, a tourist came all in a sudden asking for 
direction. Being nice and friendly, he seemed all capable with the English 
conversation. He suddenly realized a wrong direction was given. He told 
everybody and everybody laughed 
5.2.5 Maria the Nickname 
When Pang-Pang (short for 'Lo Hoi-pang', the nickname of Julian) refused my 
interview and claimed 'my English is not good. You should go to Maria.‘ 
'Maria!' I thought I overlooked a girl in the class, I did not see anyone called 
Maria. I thought I could be Mary from the pronunciation. It was only when 
Ricky replied comfortably Yes, Mum!' in another occasion then I realized 
Maria actually refers to Ricky and the name means some specific person: 
"Maria"... is a name to typify a Filipino Domestic helper. It is usually 
pronounced by what people think is a Philippine accent but in actuality is 
a Westernized accent (the Philippine pronunciation is 'Mar-YAH'. The 
Western pronunciation is 'Ma-REE-ah丨…).The intent is more to make fun 
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of a helper than just a name. (Maria is a popular extra name for females 
in the Philippines. Furthermore it was first made famous by a Hong Kong 
advertisement "新鮮米"with a Filipino made named Maria, and then a 
Hong Kong actress Kong Yan Yin, who, mimicking that Filipino maid, 
complete with an exaggerated dark complexion appeared in that 
advertisement in a drama session with the TV programme Enjoy Yourself 
Tonight). (The 'Bun Mui (賓妹)，entry in Wikipedia, retrieved June 25, 
2007’ deleted in 2008; italic modified) 
Maria is a gendered and racialized persona of 'low' English (Jasmine C. M. 
Luk, 1998). It is on the one hand fun as Maria the comedian. On the other 
hand, Maria is also a synonym to Filipino maid who speaks English and is 
available in our everyday life to serve us. Their English is for communication. 
'Yes, Mum!' indicates their major position as domestic servants. They are 
working class minority women in Hong Kong. On the contrary, the Native 
English Teachers (NETs, see Choi, 2003)), the expected models for Hong 
Kong students, they are white, middle class. They speak the 'high' form of 
English (Luk, 1998). They are the privileged minority. I remember clearly one 
time when I talked about misunderstanding Maria as a girl in 1E. Ricky 
laughed and was surprised by how strange my thought was. He thought 
nobody would normally give oneself such a name. 
The idea of "Ricky under the skin of Maria" is funny. Being good at English 
and taking a lower status in serving others' daily life. Being Maria is being in a 
relational position where you have every right to speak English in daily 
interaction. (Being a real Filipino maid has no such obligation in their job to 
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speak English well and make fun.) Being Maria is a breakthrough for Ricky to 
adopt a non-masculine non-authoritative subject position to involve in 
language activities. These activities are not an option for some boys. Working 
class boys who identify with and aspire for masculine ideal (that we talked 
about in chapter four) and middle class ideal (we will talk about in chapter six) 
will want to be the master instead of the servant, to speak high English 
instead of low. In short, they will resist being Maria. It is interesting how boys 
like Ricky will opt for the odds. (Thomas's preference to a Hong Kong accent 
of English over native like accent is another interesting example, see chapter 
six). 
Ricky thinks this nickname contains positive and negative meanings in other 
people's eyes. Maria is negative as it means you are 'sissy'. Ricky feels that it 
is difficult not to mind but he thinks he does 'not care'. He thinks being sissy is 
negative merely out of wrong secular conceptions. Maria can mean 'good at 
English' which is positive (Dian thought the origin of the name Maria is from 
the movie the Sound of Music where Maria is the home teacher). Maria also 
means an overworked and obedient domestic servant (in Ricky's word:阿四） 
which he thinks is positive because people like him helping and serving them. 
In this academically driven school ethos, being funny is a more acceptable 
way than being dominant or being arrogant to perform English. While Aaron 
and Seth were motivated to learn better English for communicative purposes 
and Thomas for academic pursuit and later his interest in playing with the 
language, Ricky developed his direct interest in the language itself since he 
was small. While most of these boys learn English privately, Ricky often used 
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English in social occasions, in front of audiences and with partners. In strong 
contrast to Stanley a less socially active boy, Ricky enjoyed speaking English 
and initiated English speaking environment in school and at home. (A girl 
Suki also mentioned similar family activities for learning English. It seems 
common that learning English is a family business, especially in working class 
family, see Chapter Six) He seldom showed his concern about the grades 
except as his socially appropriate justification for playing the role of woman in 
a class activity/assessment. 
5.2.6 Feminine Position for Learning English 
Ricky does not mind taking up this feminine position in performance and also 
in everyday life. He admires girls and approach girls groups and wants to 
become one of them. He thinks girls have a lot of good qualities: they give rich 
content in presentations; they attend to details; they are clear-minded and 
serious in schoolwork. (Teachers usually call this maturity.) In all-boys project 
work groups, Ricky takes up ‘the role of girls' 一 like the role of housekeeper, 
forcing everyone to focus and do their jobs; when others fail their part, girls 
(and Ricky in boys group) will have to take up everything. In indentifying with 
girls, he can more freely be rich in content, be clear-minded and serious about 
schoolwork and attend to details. In performance, he takes up the role of low 
status woman and can more freely be exaggerated with the language features 
which boys may not find themselves cool in doing so. (Mathematics that 
requires not a word is cool.)ln spare time, he goes to chat with girls. Boys 
think Ricky has no pastime. He is a freak who probably can be found in the 
library if you cannot see him. 
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Actors say they are more free and true in acting before with the mask of a role, 
you are protected from judgment and can express yourself. I think this could 
explain how Ricky frees himself to engage in English in feminine roles though 
I sometimes doubt that Ricky's exaggerated performance is a statement 
telling people that this is just a temporary mask he borrows; it is not the way 
he wants people to see him. 
5.2.7 Cost for Acting Feminine 
This way of taking up a feminine position and becoming deeply engaged in 
English in the public is not a way to engage in English and other humanistic 
subjects without a cost. At a later time, the girls revealed to me that they have 
had several collective boycotts of Ricky in this class. There was a peak 
incident in which everybody found him unforgivable as a teacher's pet. But 
before all these happened, there were already a number of times these girls 
tried to cut him out. Dian was involved in this. She charted a five-stage 
development of their relationship with Ricky. It was the best time when Ricky 
is one of their 'Seven Brothers' group (a mixed gender group). They were 
happy about him and then unhappy about him and the cycles go on. However, 
she cannot figure why they did not consider these problems as problems 
anymore when they started playing together again. 
Ricky feels the pressure and thinks only time will change these immature 
behaviours of boycott. It is not worthwhile to become a different person to fit 
people's expectation when he thinks he is right (in Ricky's word 削足適履).For 
Jackson's case, his kind of maturity is to detach from the feminine label from 
the learning of English. For Ricky, the kind of maturity is to engage in it. Ricky 
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now enjoys high achievement in the subject and enormous fun in the learning 
process with the engagement. He paid the cost of respect from classmates as 
a socially appropriate boy who keeps a distance from language, girls and 
teachers and loves football, Mathematics and computer games. Maybe the 
over-acting of such a feminine role would sometimes make him feel better to 
keep it clear that the role is just acting. 
5.3 A Communal Activity: Girls as a Group 
I would have liked to start the discussion of girls individually. However, I fail to 
do so as I find that in my research process, girls always work in a group. So I 
shall talk about them as a group. 
5.3.1 The Overtaken and Long Lunch Interviews 
The group interviews were helplessly a time of gossip. Any discussion on 
learning English was quickly turned to a gossip topic. They laughed so hard 
and hit the desk like drums as if they had consent in advance. It was so 
natural and easy that the girls were used to situations like this. That is why I 
have another lunch interview with this group. They skillfully did the same 
again. Unlike boys' come-and-go individual mode of eating at the same table, 
girls really form a group and share their views. They organize among 
themselves, assigning each person a different job to do. Usually I waited at 
the table with some of them for the ones who went out and bought food for us. 
5.3.2 Benefit of Gossip 
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Most of the girls were not able to tell how they learn English. They do not have 
a career plan or English study plan like Jackson; they do not have a love for 
the subject like Ricky; they think they just learn it somehow and they do not 
care about an investigation into it. 
Observing their interaction in the lunch interview, I see the accumulation of 
certain qualities in these people that Jackson may not find in his plan of his 
own and Ricky may not find in his performance of his own. I see interaction 
not in form of interactional strategies (taking turns, asking for clarification, 
reply with elaboration, agree with explanation...); I see acquisition of empathy 
in concrete moral dilemmas they discussed. This reminds me of my sister's 
interpretation of her Japanese teacher's advice: learn the language but do not 
think too much. She thinks the meaning of learning English by thinking less is 
to ‘use more'. To use more is to put yourself into the messy real life and feel 
the appropriateness of language use in an organic way. To use more is to feel 
what kind of use is accepted in the relevant context. This conception does not 
seem to conform to normative ideal of objectivity nor the modern formal 
education values, just as it does not conform to the other extreme of total 
immersion. Some may think this is not learning as defined by these values. 
The girls certainly did not think too much about the learning they are doing 
and what status is brought to them because of it. Many of them achieve quite 
well in English. This leaves a space of imagination that constructing each 
other's self in relation could lead to a benefit in a deeper level of 
understanding of the language (see also Chapter Seven for the Big Book 
example). 
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5.4. Conclusion: Interplay between Gender Identity and Learner Identity 
These English learning stories by the Form 1 boys and girls indicate some of 
the complexities of gender identity construction and its relation to English 
learning. 
Boys like Jackson conform to the normative ideal and were able to take 
advantage of masculine positioning such as a rational manager in the process 
of learning to detach himself from engaging English with heart. They can 
select from the demeaning package of English success what they desire 
without taking the other tie-in. Seeing learning English as merely acquiring of 
skills, however, does not bring them to see organism of the language and they 
may remain distant with such an instrumental subject, just enough for his 
imagined demand that society imposes on him. It is a comfortable way for 
boys to maintain his learner identity without harming his gender identity. 
On the other hand, few cases like Ricky we can expect from schools. He 
rebels against the normative ideal and gives up the advantage of masculine 
positioning. He can then deeply engage in English learning. He reserves the 
space for seeing English as a beautiful language that one wants to take a 
closer look. Though he is a higher achiever than Jackson, he suffers from 
losing respect from classmates. Though he has no regret about this approach, 
he trades his gender identity off to maintain his very strong learner identity. 
His over-acting in feminine role reminds us and also himself how hard it might 
be to keep a balance at heart. 
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Additionally, we are also reminded of the powerful role teachers can and must 
play in constructing classroom contexts for performance that accept learning 
attempts that are non-conforming to gender norms. 
Girls learn without noticing is not a sign of successful 'learn without notice' 
approach. They do not realize that their organization and interaction among 
themselves contribute to their language learning. These communal activities 
are not commonly available to boys. But they do not confer to give respect to 
them either. 
In this chapter we come to see how boys may have a harder time to engage in 
English learning when the inferior and feminine subject is undesirable to both 
genders. It is hard for boys to sacrifice their gendered self to achieve in such a 
subject. It is also hard for boys who try to engage in the subject and embrace 
or overlook the inferiority and femininity assigned. Girls have less of this 
struggle as they themselves are already positioned as inferior and feminine as 
learners. However, this 'advantage' of being diminished in advance would not 
be anything to celebrate. 
However, the study suggests that this advantage of being masculine and 
instrumental is not evenly enjoyed by all boys. Just as we know that the 
'advantage' of being feminine and indigenous is not evenly enjoyed by all girls. 
Only some boys are advantaged here. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
Being in a Colonized World: Students' Social Struggles over English 
Learning 
6.1 Middle Class Normative Ideal and Working Class Struggle 
In this chapter, we will look at the 'no pain' approach in English teaching (that 
is invisible pedagogies in Bernstein (1997), see its operation in a local Band 
Three working class school in Poon Yu-Hin (2008)) in which working class 
students fail to catch up with their lack of cultural papital. Hong Kong's 
situation as a post colonial city complexes the problem (see Pennycook, 1995, 
in Choi, 2003). 
6.1.1 Hong Kong Context: Middle Class Normative Ideal for Working 
Class Learners 
If occasionally, however, we hear remarks from teachers, especially 
those working in underprivileged, working class areas, that the 
pedagogical approaches recommended in the educational institutes are 
not feasible in their local working environments due to large class size, 
intensification of teachers' work, lack of resources, or uncooperative, 
unruly students, we might not be too surprised as from the outset the 
progressive education reform movement has been intertwined with and 
supported by middle class institutions and middle class material 
and cultural capitals since the early days of Dewey's experiment in the 
University of Chicago Laboratory Schools. (Angel M. Y. Lin & Jasmine 
C. M. Luk, 2002，p.4, all emphasis added) 
In the previous chapters, we have discussed how the English teaching in 
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Hong Kong is structured in a way that serves a particular kind of conception of 
knowledge and creates barriers for both boys and girls to engage in the 
subject. We have also discussed how boys may construct their masculinity 
and keep a distance from English the inferior and feminine subject as it is 
defined. Lin's observation adds that not only masculine conceptions of 
knowledge is the normative ideal mastering the practices of English teaching, 
it is a normative ideal of middle class white men. Directly adopting such 
approach Dewey experimented on privileged first language kids and 
generalized to all kids, second language learners in Hong Kong experience a 
hard time to catch up with the standard and sometimes refuse to do so. 
6.1.2 English as a Family Business 
Earlier we have mentioned one of Ricky and Suki's similar ways of learning 
English. They both have turned family time into family activities for learning 
English. Ricky with his mother and Suki with her elder sister will start talking in 
English whenever they want to. It seems an activity so common that other 
family members know how to change channel and respond to the sudden 
switch of language. It seems common in my interviews that learning English is 
a family business in these working class families. 
6.1.3 Thomas and His Family, 
Thomas's elder sister and newspaper clipping 
Thomas is not particularly good at English. He ranked low in class. In the 
individual interview, he started to unfold his English learning experience in his 
sister's company. 
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His sister played an important role in his English learning. It was since his 
unsatisfactory result was released, his sister assigned him every day at least 
one English newspaper article for his checking up new vocabulary and 
retelling the content after reading. His sister was a close tutor sharing her 
knowledge on English and the ways she had gained it. It did not matter that 
she was not a professional, what is helping Thomas was her adding 
knowledge to Thomas and the tailor-made guidance. The newspaper reading 
was not a choice of Thomas's at the beginning. But he did learn new usage of 
words, enjoyed reading student's writing in Young Post. Newspaper clipping 
was his sister's favourite way of learning English. She assigned it to Thomas 
to improve his English and Thomas love it so much that he suggested to the 
school for everybody to improve their English. The tailor-made guidance 
seemed to be very effective. 
Thomas's family visit to public library 
Thomas is the boy who started to borrow English joke books after his pleasant 
experience of listening to the male English teacher's jokes in class. This is not 
the first time Thomas kept up a habit of reading a certain genre. He likes 
mystery fiction the best, especially those of Leung For-hi门g (梁科慶）(local 
science fiction series for children) in recent years. 
It was Thomas's family activity to eat out once or twice a week since he was 
small. When his mother and sister went window shopping (before or after the 
meal), he went to a public library. He was confident to declare his love to 
reading and even reading of English books even his academic results in 
English was not outstanding. The family visit to the public library at a regular 
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basis was a non-English-specific preparation that has allowed him to keep 
faith in the downhill in English learning. 
hard times in English learning and keeping faith 
There was once in class when Thomas failed to pronounce the word ‘or’ 
because it is written as ‘Or’ at the beginning of a sentence. It is a symptom of 
Dyslexia. He was embarrassed standing up in front of the whole class. A girl 
even raised a question to the teacher suspecting how impossible it was to 
misread the word as it was so clearly printed there and the word was so 
simple. He cried. The teacher asked me not to worry about the boy as he 
would soon forget this. 
However, the bad experience did not go away. When I chatted with the boy at 
a later time he admitted the hard feeling that still lingered and he did not want 
to talk much about it. It was the same interview when he freely showed his 
interest on reading English joke books. 1 think it is the long-lasting reading 
habit that sustained him. 
6.1.4 Seth's History Sisters and Chinese Romance Novel 
Julian refused my interview by claiming her English was not good (which is 
not true). Seth was the only person who claimed that he did not know English 
at all. 
Seth had three elder sisters. Seth's sisters opened up his space to appreciate 
History and Literature, the Arts subjects. Seth was curious about the books 
they have at home. He picked one of the Chinese romance novels to read and 
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felt quite easy about that. I remember he picked a romance for the silent 
reading session on the reading day. Aaron, his close friend, reminded me this 
scene which is also memorable to him. This seems a long-lasting reading 
habit that allows him to feel easy to do this 'feminine' activity. 
Among the three sisters, two of them studied History. Seth was again curious 
about that since he was small. He picked some of the History books to read 
and he just loved them. From then on he has developed a strong interest in 
studying historic figures. It was about Primary 3 or 4 when he started reading 
books of 4 inches thick. (Though he emphasized that he only reads Chinese 
books.) His English, as I observed, was not good throughout the whole 
interview and he claimed the same himself. However, the difficulty in reading 
English information about these historic figures has not stopped him from 
facing his weakness. 
6.1.5 Role of Female Members and Relational Learning 
In the above cases, family has been a prominent support for these children's 
English and related reading and speaking activities. Often do we see female 
family members, mothers and sisters, appearing in the stories while male 
family members seem to be absent in the stories though. Regarding the 
limited exposure to the target language and limited resources to learn it in 
other ways for these working class children, family comes to play a 
particularly important role in utilizing the indirect resources from the 
community, creating a 'language abundant' atmosphere, providing available 
partners for practicing and blending all these into daily life and relational 
activities in family occasions. This is beneficial to language learning as 
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relational learning. We have discussed how girls have benefited in these real 
life interactions. When family support makes these activities as usual as 
breathing, they do not find having these "feminine interests' (e.g. reading 
romance novel) is as threatening as for someone like Jackson who positions 
himself as a masculine subject 'naturally' having boys' interests. 
6.1.6 Dependence on School 
In the same vein, these families depend heavily on schooling for these 
children's English education. Jonathan has illustrated this clearly by revealing 
his disappointment with the school he entered. He said he was thinking that 
entering an EMI school was the way he would learn English, which was not 
quite true as he later found out. An EMI school does not promise his 
advancement in the subject. 
For most students I asked, they said there were a lot of schoolmates 
attending private tutorials to improve their English. But when I asked about 
their personal arrangement，just a few was counted into that population. I 
doubt the students' actual dependence on school is higher than it seems. 
6.2 Anxiety over EMI Identity 
6.2.1 Seth the "History" Boy's English Resistance: “I Don't Know 
English." 
Seth is quite a self-disciplined boy. He keep doing an online Chinese 
language exercise (「每日一篇」）every day on top of regular assignments; He 
always keeps an (electronic) dictionary with him for anytime check-up. He 
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expressed strongly that he was not good at English in the interview. Seth was 
always attending to me and responded to my curiosity in detail, especially 
when Aaron sidetracked to make jokes. However, when I asked him 
questions about his English learning and occasionally used some words in 
English, his reaction was big. He said, 'I don't know English! Why do you 
speak English to me?' He refused to use English as much as he could. 
Seth's online forum and dictionary 
It was his growing interest in historic figures in both East and West that 
brought him to the bigger world of knowledge and social network on the 
Internet. He gave me examples like biographies of ChingisKhan or Columbus 
and his discovery of the New World that he was studying on his own. 
This, unintentionally, also brought him the authentic opportunities in learning 
and using English in the worldwide fan community. Though Seth emphasized 
that he did not read English books, he did read and write English with these 
fan friends to exchange information and views on the historic figures. 
'(I) go to those forums, checking up the dictionary, like Yahoo dictionary 
(an online English-Chinese dictionary), meaning of every word, check 
and check for the meaning, then check and check...(Researcher: 
Remember some words after checking it up for several times?) No. 
(Researcher: You recognize the words you have seen before but can't 
remember?) Yes.' 
In the process of communication in English he had to and to some extent 
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chose to rely heavily on dictionary, the thing he always brought along with 
him. 
Though Seth was relying on the dictionary, he did not restrict himself. 'May 
read aloud; sometimes when you read you know if your reply is fluent'. He 
might have checked up word by word and put them in the letter，but at the end, 
he would monitor the whole piece for fluency. 
Starting from elder sisters' History books, the non-English motivation prepared 
him opportunities to write and read about History in English. He was still able 
to get what he wanted, just in a more complicated way. I sometimes doubt if 
this is the best to ask Seth to improve his English. 
The argument conveyed is intelligible only if one agrees to its implicit 
assertions that the history of British colonial rule in Hong Kong is a 
sufficient and reasonable ground for imposing the expectation of a high 
level of English language skills on a high proportion of the population 
colonized, no matter how culturally and linguistically distinct from 
English their mother tongue is, and that the existence of a British 
colonial government in a place automatically confers to that place an 
"English-speaking" status, a status that is implicitly asserted to be more 
legitimate than, if not similar to, that of other English-speaking nations 
like the United States. (Lin, 1997，p.2) 
Before we have any conclusion for a reasonable expectation on Hong Kong 
students' level of English attainment, at least we see from the case of Seth 
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(and perhaps Julian) their refusal to claim they know English well. I earlier 
said Seth is not good at English. I was judging him in comparison to other 
children in this school. Being able to enter an EMI school, their level may not 
be bad at all territory-wide. But we are certain about their awareness of their 
identity as a student in a famous EMI school, the society's growing voice on 
the demand for higher English standard and the school's increasing pressure 
to improve students' English achievement to survive in the difficult time of 
education reform. And that suggests that they are still not comfortable to claim 
that they know English. 
6.3 L2 Learners' Sense of Ownership 
From the data that I am going to show below, second language learners (L2 
learners) are not totally passive in receiving these expectations of attainment 
imposed to them. Without a chance to look into their learning experience, we 
may easily forget how L2 learners may have a sense of ownership of the 
second language they have been learning for years. 
6.3.1 Mathematics Teachers' Pronunciation Fight with Students 
The Mathematics teacher of 1E I observed is famous for his beautiful 
native-like English accent. Though students do not like his tone, which they 
said was too flat and sleep inducing, they admit he speaks good English. The 
teacher himself is also interested in English and the students' situation of 
English learning. 
This appreciation however did not bring the teacher any privilege in claiming 
the correct English knowledge even in the area of speaking. One time, the 
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Mathematics teacher argued with the whole class over the English 
pronunciation of a mathematical term: triangle. This argument is largely EMI 
school specific. The teacher insisted the stress of the word should be on the 
first syllable and the word should be pronounced TRI-angle'. The students, as 
reported by the girls in a group interview, insisted this was not what they learnt 
in their primary schools. It，in their knowledge, was 'tri-Angle'. The stress was 
on the second syllable. They confronted the authority of a teacher, an 
authoritative teacher in an EMI school who was famous for speaking good 
English. 
This is actually not a single case. I can recall a similar story I heard from other 
classmates of my batch. One time, their Mathematics teacher who was also 
famous for speaking good English and beautiful accent，also argued with the 
whole class over the English pronunciation of a word from the textbook: 
example. The teacher insisted the second syllable of the word was 
reasonably [zae] as in the word sample and the word should be pronounced 
‘exam-pie，[igDzaempJ]. The students insisted this was not what they learnt. It, 
in their knowledge, has always been ‘ex-aample’ [igDza : mpl]. They 
confronted the authority of a teacher, an authoritative teacher in an EMI 
school who was famous for speaking good English. 
"old-style' pronunciation" 
Students confronted teachers with good English. They monitored those with 
bad English. In the girls' gossip, they criticized and laughed at their 
Geography teacher's pronunciation of "stamp". She pronounced it as ‘si-darm’. 
They quickly explained for her that it is actually fine to pronounce like this 
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because it is not wrong. It is just that in the old time, people in Hong Kong 
were not familiar with English and they invented this way of pronunciation with 
Chinese words. The word stamp became ‘si-darm’（士擔，it is also called the 
almanac English 通勝英文). 
K is interesting how male teachers in Mathematics would want to argue over 
English pronunciation and students insisted to confront them while students 
laughed at a female Geography teacher and quickly defended her. I do not 
intend to generalize the type of response different subject teachers receive. I 
see the students' sense of ownership of the language they have learned and 
are learning for years. They do not easily give up their right to talk about the 
knowledge they get from their very true experiences, even when that is 
language of others. 
Thomas's Hong Kong accent request and alienness of English 
Earlier on, I have talked about Thomas. He was the one who liked his English 
teacher a lot，especially for the gags he made. However, Thomas accepted 
the gags but not the foreign accent he owns. When I asked him for a biggest 
suggestion that he would like to make to teachers or the school, he suggested 
the teacher to speak a more 'Hong Kong style' English. 
'After all that is not Hong Kong English... (Researcher: You prefer Hong 
Kong English? What do you mean?) No, I mean his English, he slurs. 
(Researcher: Slur?) ...In short, non-foreign accent is alright, his is not 
Hong Kong accent. (Researcher: You want Hong Kong accent?) Easier 
to listen to, his now is hard to hear, very difficult, you know...' 
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The native English speaking accent was assumed better in the society. This is 
the basis for hiring expensive NETs (Native Speaking Teacher hired through 
the NET scheme) to Hong Kong. Luk (1998) found the majority preferred their 
teacher having native-like accent. Thomas however preferred the 'low form' of 
English (words in Luk, 1998) which he found more reachable, at least for his 
learning stage. To many people, the perfect model of native accent would be a 
better guidance to students. This is the logic of total immersion approach, 
which English teachers and the majority in the community of English teaching 
believe. Just as the male teacher did not understand why boys did not dress 
up properly when the male teachers should have given good enough models 
for them to follow. However, the perfect model is too far away, indicating a far 
end they cannot see when they can reach or simply believe the destination 
(the native accent, the proper dress up) has never been available to him/her. 
While wanting the teacher to 'lower' his language, Thomas's own end in 
learning English is vaguely still to reach the level of automation like native 
speakers: 
‘natural writing and you immediately know what to write no need to waste 
time thinking about it. (immediate...) immediately give a point when 
speaking...and these grammar you can immediately tell, yes, that's 
became natural as part of your life.' 
I see from the students their effort in reclaiming their discourse power from the 
perspective of students. Teachers or English speakers are not the sole 
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authority on how English is and how it should be learnt. Though students may 
seek a native like level of achievement in the end, they reserve their right to 
learn English in more accessible forms on the road before they reach their 
end. 
6.4 Value of L1 Resource 
6.4.1 Seth and Aaron's Transferring Words and Concepts from Chinese 
Aaron and Seth did the interview in pair. Both of them showed their active 
recycling of knowledge learned from the Chinese subject. They were able to 
transfer the knowledge of languages from the Chinese subject to the English 
subject. For example, guessing meaning of a word from the context. This 
utilizing knowledge of their first language might have made English less 
distant to them and increase their confidence. This made English less alien 
as it seems, or at least it helped them not to exaggerate its alienness by 
skipping the parts Chinese and English share. 
Lin (1997b) has raised the issue of the problematic notion of 'semilingualism' 
for Hong Kong Cantonese speaking school children. 
The notion assumes a universal, non-culture/schooling-specific type of 
'cognitive academic language proficiency' (CALP) that is supposed to be 
found in all children with 'normal' language development. It strongly suggests 
a deficit model of the child who has a type of language proficiency that is 
different from the school type of language proficiency or from that valued in 
school. Such a notion represents a narrow conception of what counts as 
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language competence and has the effect of perpetuating and justifying 
people's prejudices regarding other people's abilities. (Lin, 1997b, p.8， 
emphasis added) 
What the two boys had shown was a way that L1 can be a resource 
developing L2. We do not necessarily have to see L1 and L2 as conflicting as 
what we pursue in our current teaching practices. Existence of L1 in the 
learning of L2 can be utilized to bridge the two cultural and linguistic worlds, 
not an interference disturbing the purity of 'input' in the learning. Lin (1997b) 
explains how this model of language learning is a one-way immersion into the 
target language and culture and authorizes the virtual exclusion of the 
students' indigenous linguistic, discourse, or cultural resources from the L2 
classroom. This 
'underlying input-output, cognitive computing model of the language 
learner, many L2 methodologies prescribe the maximum exposure 
principle, the monolingual principle (i.e., using only the L2 in the 
classroom) and the total immersion approach (Swain, 1986) as 
essential elements of the most effective method to teach and learn an 
L2.’ (Lin, 1997b, p.13, emphasis added) 
She reminds us in the following note the existence of alternative models such 
as 
‘Kramsch (1993，1995), who argues for L2 education as a meeting and 
interaction of the L1 and L2 cultures; and Peirce (1993, 1995) and 
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Cummins (1997), who argue that transformation of social/power relations 
and sociocultural identities is a central issue in L2 learning. (Lin, 1997b, 
p.13, note 2) 
Lin suggests a dialogue between the L1 culture and the L2 culture in the 
classroom and the L1 culture should not be devalued and marginalized 
because when students' indigenous linguistic and sociocultural identities and 
practices are devalued and marginalized in the school system, children are 
likely to engage in oppositional practices, or to slip into classroom discourses 
their own creative, non-lesson-task-related play (Lin, 1997b). We have 
discussed some of the examples in the boredom fighting section. 
6.5 Overpowering Colonialism through the Power of Masculinity 
We learn that power is not fixed in a certain groups of people. A schoolboy 
can overpower a female teacher by sexual (usually verbal) harassment (see a 
case in Poon, 2008). Though the student has a lower position than the 
teacher, he turns the power relationship upside down with his higher position 
as a boy. Similarly, boys have the 'advantage' in utilizing their masculine 
positions to fight against the inferiority assigned to their colonized positions. 
6.5.1 Jonathan: "Just Marry a Foreign Wife!" 
The most amusing and insulting example I found was Jonathan's honest 
strategy without hesitation. I asked him and other classmates about the ways 
they learn English. One thing he told us was his disappointment from knowing 
entering an EMI school does not help him learn better English. Blurt out was 
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this sentence: 'Actually marrying a foreign wife will do.，All of a sudden, all the 
ways of learning English were nothing. Marrying a foreign wife will save us all 
the troubles struggling with English learning. Marrying a foreign wife will 
painlessly bank the English language into the learner's mind. 
I said it was insulting because my immediate response in heart was ‘I would 
never marry a foreign husband to learn English.' My response told me that this 
is not an appropriate imagination a woman can have. In an English sharing 
blog, I also see this male English teacher telling his-conversation with an 
Argentine man in the football field. They shared the same 'marry a foreign 
wife' as the wisest way to learn English. No matter how this method is really 
going to work, it is not an available method to me as a woman. I myself would 
feel used if I am approached by a foreigner for this purpose. 1 see the 
hierarchal power relationship between men and women that allows such 
unequal imagination as in patriarchal marriage, men has power over women. 
Apart from the unease I have as a woman, the 'marrying a foreign wife' 
strategy can be an effective way to overpower the authority of the colonizer for 
the boys, just as the harassing schoolboy overpowering the female teacher. 
6.5.2 Thomas: Humour as an Expression of Masculinity 
I observe another way of preserving the self from the inferiority assigned to L2 
learners' colonized position. Humour as an expression of masculinity is also a 
compensation for the demeaned masculine self. 
Despite the fact that Thomas was always smiling and ready to make you 
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smile, he was feeling the pressure of disappointment to himself all the time. 
He was among the top 5 students in the primary school and now this has 
become an irritating past record. He got stomachache often before and during 
English tests but not other subjects like Mathematics. '(Researcher: 
Adjusted to the new life?) So-so. Everybody is so smart, I become really 
small! ... [sigh]' He said. He scored 58.5 out of 90 in the term test; his goal 
was 70. His unforgettable memory for English lessons was getting just one 
mark for the first dictation. He was very ‘depressed: ‘My English was never 
this bad before, not this low, first time getting a fail...one mark for the first time, 
what will it be the second time?'; He was full of self-doubt. The anxiety as an 
EMI school student, as an average or below average among the top students 
who are good at English helplessly expanded. He was not relieved even if it is 
a kind of 'disease' to have problems in reading. 
Resuming a big smile preserves his pride from the lingering pain in the 
reading failure in class. He tried to relax himself 'not too bad (or literally it is 
still far from death, sei2ng4heoi3), it is not marks we are after (求學不是求分 
數，a slogan in education reform commercial) and so on. There was one time 
Thomas failed to recognize a word in reading aloud in class and was 
'complained' by another girl, he cried. I told this anecdote earlier in a previous 
section. Though the teacher comforted and encouraged him to solve this by 
finding the weakness then deal with it with practices. He did not seem to buy 
this pragmatic approach of problem solving. 
Thomas seemed to have found a better place to position himself, besides 
those defined by marks. When I was asking how the funny teacher could 
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teach English through making gags, he said he had learned how to make 
English gags and learned the word 'gag' and they are the learning of language. 
In a further clarification, he stressed the merit for himself that jokes cannot be 
simply taught. (Researcher: For example? How did you learn making English 
gags?) Not like this, English gags require one's own practice'. He said. 
His practice cum enjoyment was reading English joke books. 
'(Researcher: Deliberately choose these books to read?) Yes, super 
funny, many gags. (Researcher: Are they something like 'One Hundred 
Jokes'?)Yes, English Fun, One Hundred Jokes. (Researcher: Really 
followed it?) They have Chinese explanation. But the Chinese was not 
fun, the English is'. 
Where the Chinese translation did not help, the boy was able to appreciate 
the distinctive features of both languages from the distance of their 
expressions. 
'(Researcher: Made use of what you learned?) Yeah, some, because I 
don't like making gags, because people always purposely said I was 
making 'broken' gags...because they are jealous, so they say you made 
'broken' gags.' 
Thomas definitely made jokes and loved to do so. It seemed to me he was 
just acting cool to distance himself from any obsession. 
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The male teacher seemed to have some influence on Thomas. His image of 
an English-speaking humorous man is a subject position which made 
available to Thomas since he met this funny male teacher. He preserved his 
masculine self from the failing L2 learner of English by enjoying the reading of 
English jokes, copying and telling the English gags and denying the 
obsession and reliance on it. 
6.6 Conclusion: Deficiency Model of the Colonized 
In this chapter, I have talked about middle class normative ideal in education, 
English learning as a family business for the working class, their dependence 
on school, roles of female family members in the learning, the benefit of 
including English learning as a relational activity in family time, students' 
anxiety over EMI identity, L2 learner's sense of ownership, value of L1 
resource and the emphasis on masculinity to overpower colonialism. 
As a whole, Hong Kong L2 learners of English are fighting the inferiority 
imposed to them "under the deficiency model of the colonized just as inferiority 
imposed to girls in the gender hierarchy and feminine subjects in the 
knowledge hierarchy. They are at the lower end of the hierarchy compared 
with the native speakers unless they reach native-like proficiency (though the 
lack of cultural knowledge may always hold them back to the lower end). In 
the deficiency model of the colonized, it is the individuals' attributes (e.g., lack 
of competence, industry, initiative) that fail them (by extension, L2 learners 
and L2 teachers alike), just as in the deficiency model of girls instead of the 
subject in the science education discussion. These models 
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'ignore the sociolinguistic reality that Mandarin Chinese/English linguistic 
and cultural resources are differentially distributed across different social 
groups in the Hong Kong society, and that different social groups inhabit 
very different linguistic and sociocultural worlds.，(Lin, 1997a, p.18) 
In one of Lin's discussions, she suggests re-shaping teacher education for 
English to improve the situation: 
'(E).g. de-constructing the dominant notion that native English speakers 
make better English teachers, incorporating in teacher-education courses 
topics on understanding local students' sociocultural worlds and their 
practices of resistance and identities, excavating the material and 
sociocultural conditions and capitals required for progressive liberal 
educational reforms and demystifying cultural relativism...’ (Lin & Luk, 
2002’ P.18) 
We may be inspired to think about how this can be adapted to attend also the 
student's social struggles under the gender hierarchy and colonialism. 
Section Three: Conclusion 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
The Complexity of the "Language Education" Question in Feminism 
7.1 Personal Reflection 
Beside intense observation and experiencing their English learning in person, 
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in this study, students and I tried to understand anecdotes of their school life, 
their English learning and give meanings to them. They tried to interpret what 
they did, how they felt. At the same time, I myself am involved in intensive 
reflections on my own as a language learner as well as a language teacher. 
Personally, this study is part of my reflective practice as a teacher, a woman 
and a person ~ to keep myself conscious about gender issues and other 
implicit social operations that shape our lives, sometimes troubles. Not least, I 
expect this self reflection to have informed my interpretation and thereby 
enriched the academic and professional discussions. 
7.2 Limitation? 
In many qualitative research writing, authors have been burdened by the 
masculine conception of knowledge we discussed. For example, many had 
stated that they do not intend to generalize the data while other researchers 
have no such pressure to state the opposite clearly because generalization 
generated from objective research is the normative ideal. We have the burden 
of proof to explain how our research is different from the hard science and 
therefore legitimate to have used theories, methods, and writing style that 
could be less than qualified in the eyes of many researchers but we still think 
the choices are reasonable and valuable in another set of values, worldview 
and thus the view on knowledge construction and social change. Sometimes 
we achieve but we have to bear a demeaning package just like the school 
girls do. 
Taking up the burden, I have to state clear that this study is not intended to 
give the one and only explanation to the gendered achievement gap nor to the 
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English learning experiences. It is an attempt to investigate the experiences 
and phenomenon in perspective. Especially with this under-researched area 
of gender studies, I find a feminist perspective a perfect start in understanding 
the issue which I hope I have shown you the readers in the previous chapters. 
Therefore, when I was asked if feminism was my conceptual baggage which 
blinded me in interpreting the data in certain ways, I always puzzled and 
recalled what I learnt in this researching process: this question is raised in 
pursuit of aperspectivity and value-neutrality. How proper the interpretation is 
will be left for readers to judge. 
7.3 What Kind of English Learning Experience? 
The lived experiences and activities of boys and girls who have been left out 
of the knowledge production process of why boys underachieve in English is 
important source of examining existing assumptions of traditional academic 
disciplines. 
7.3.1 Problematic English Learning Experience 
I have shown that both boys and girls are less willing to engage in English 
learning because it is an inferior and feminine subject as positioned in the 
lower end of the knowledge hierarchy under a masculine definition of 
knowledge. Boys constructing different kinds of masculinity will keep a 
different distance from the subject and the inferiority attached to it. Girls 
generally do not feel the urge to keep the distance as they are already 
positioned as inferior and feminine in the gender hierarchy in other areas of 
life. Some boys are not comfortable with learning English the alien language 
and be positioned as inferior in the colonizer/colonized hierarchy where native 
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like English proficiency is the normative ideal to pursue. They refused to learn 
or use English. Sometimes they find ways to honour and utilize their 
indigenous resources; other times they imagine overpowering colonialism by 
masculinity. 
Achievement is a product of the invisible cultural construction of schoolwork. 
And underachievement is the failure to accept certain subject positions 
offered by the subject, their meanings and what they signify in practice. Boys 
and girls who fail in achieving in English do not fail because they are deficient 
in talent or diligence but because they have taken up, through their lived 
experiences, various subject positions which do not overlap those 
achievements requires i.e. the demeaning package. 
In short, we come to know this study how differently sensitive boys and girls 
can be to the various hierarchies connected to their English learning 
experiences. The study demystifies the gender gap inequality discourse in 
English achievement beyond statistical induction by searching students' 
voices and experiences. The view on English as a feminine subject, meaning 
the subject is an all victorious girls' territory ("girls' world") is problematic. The 
unrecognized patriarchy in a 'female dominated' area makes the problem a 
hidden and under-researched one. The gender inequality in the English 
Language is just another side of the same coin with the gender inequality in 
Mathematics and Science. We should correctly point out that if girls 
outperform boys in English it could be because it is a "traditionally feminine" 
field, an 'intellectual ghetto' (Baber, 1994, in Anderson, 2009)， a limited 
separate sphere where girls are largely confined to. English learning is such a 
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lose-lose game for both boys and girls; English achievement as such is 
nobody's triumph. 
7.3.2 Problematic English Teaching Model in Hong Kong 
These unpleasant English learning experiences are stemmed in an 
assumption of a naive model of language and language learning (Lin, 1997a) 
which conceives language as separate from culture, social relations, identity, 
and situated social practice and as isolatable sets of skills and facts that can 
be clearly defined and imparted to students in the classroom as packets of 
linguistic knowledge and routine linguistic operations. It also assumes a 
naive model of students that they will readily be motivated to learn whatever 
brings them instrumental advantage without any regard to their current 
sociocultural and intellectual interests. Resorting to no-pain English learning, 
viewing the problem as individual attributes like motivation and aptitude does 
not cancel out the dissatisfaction in fulfilling these interests. 
7.3.3 Response to Research Problems 
It is fruitful when we read boys' underachievement beyond statically induction. 
At first, I， as a female English teacher, started my panic over boys' 
underachievement and 'feminized' schools charged in the popular-rhetorical 
literature. I was freed me from thinking the underachievement as a truth and 
as my fault in the reading of academic literature on the feminist responses to 
the boy turn - critique of the rise of boys' underachievement as a discourse. 
Now I see how female teachers cannot fail their students by their teacher 
gender. It seems it is the conception of masculinity/femininity dichotomy and 
the superiority/inferiority dichotomy that had failed both boys and girls. We 
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can see the gender inequality in adopting a deficiency model of the L2 
teachers, and female teachers in explaining away the problem and creating 
new problems to the teachers. In the same vein, the value of male English 
teachers is not to provide a boys-friendly language learning assuming the 
gender of female teachers would fail them to provide the same. The other 
meaning of the 'save our boys' notion could be resolving their obstructive 
gendered conceptions of knowledge, of English, of learning and of self. 
7.3.4 The Complexity of the "Language (Education)" Problem 
I should restate the complexity of the "language (education) problem. It is a 
continuity of the "science (education) question in feminism", but it is a less 
convenient problem to recognize and discuss with its glossy appearance that 
"girls are doing fine and even better than boys in this area". It is important to 
recognize the asymmetrical relationship between the gender equity works on 
getting girls into Math and Science and getting boys into English (and other 
humanity subjects). The proposal of direct reversal "boys-friendly language 
learning" should be considered problematic both for promotion of gender 
equity and pedagogical advancement. 
7.3.5 A Humanistic Approach in English Teaching 
To further inform pedagogical practices (incorporating feminist insights 
(Delamont, 2002)),丨 suggest a 'feminine and desirable' English language 
learning approach, bring out the richness of the subject in both its humanistic 
and analytical aspects. I recall the sweet memories Rebecca had in her 
primary school English learning experiences and missed so much. It was the 
Big Book reading approach. It involves intimate class reading, home reading 
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(with 'small books'), role play, later analyzing and various activities centering 
around the learning of story books. The story books are designed to fulfill 
various teaching purposes. For example, The Boys and Girls Clubs 
Association of Hong Kong has developed a series of big books and supportive 
teaching materials for schools in Hong Kong. Each book will contain 
meaningful and repeated use of a target language feature. Students learn the 
features in a meaningful and authentic context which is not true to others but 
the students themselves. Such approach has given Rebecca a pleasant 
English learning experience and, as I observed, a high attainment in English 
proficiency. Her description on her past English teacher as a 'tender' (as a 
synonym for 'good') teacher suggests the possibility of bringing constructive 
change to the subject a feminine and desirable subject for both boys and girls 
through a non-dichotomous restructuring of the curriculum and a less 
hierarchical pedagogy. The feasibility to achieve gender equality in English 
and alter the lose-lose situation for both boys and girls will require further 
pioneering action research on the effect of implementation. 
7.3.6 The Other "Language Education' Question in Feminism? The 
Chinese Subject 
A thick description of the field allowed us to take a closer look at students' 
English learning experiences. It has formed the basis of grounded theorizing 
and analytic induction which may produce concepts that are transferable 
(Stephen Ball, 1991) to understanding other social settings. However, the 
theorizing cannot be done with this isolated study. I suggest a future direction 
of research on boys' and girls' English learning experiences in schools other 
than working class schools to explore the operation of social class in relation 
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to English learning. I also suggest asking another 'language education' 
question in feminism - researching the Chinese language learning 
experiences as an attempt to gain insight into the even bigger gendered 
achievement gap and how socially and historically contingent are the Chinese 
Language and the English Language. 
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Appendix: Interview and Observation Guide 
1. What are the English learning experiences of boys and girls? 
Classroom experiences 
• Is there any domination by either gender on attention or content? 
• What are the notions of school work，English assignments, and 
authority of English teachers, good student and language learner， 
boys and girls and English as a language and as a subject implied in 
the teaching content, teaching process and the structure, history 
therefore dominated cultural context of the school? 
• What are the notions of school work, English assignments, and 
authority of English teachers, good student and language learner, 
boys and girls and English implied in their initiatives and responses in 
class and behavior outside class? What are the different meanings to 
different students regarding their gender, sociocultural positioning? 
Ways of knowing 
• What do they do in class? What questions do they ask in class? Do 
they do anything related to learning in recess and lunch? What are 
some habits/strategies/preference they have in doing assignments 
and projects? How do they prepare for their assessments (from 
quizzes to examination, and from daily marks to in-class 
performance?) Do they find pressure in working in their preferred 
ways? 
• What are their perception of role of 丨earning and examinations? What 
kind of assignment do they prefer or not prefer? What kinds of 
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comments do they welcome most from teachers in class and in 
assignments? What are their suggestions on the arrangement of the 
assignments, teaching and other school activities? 
Identity formation 
• Do they think they are the kind of person who engages in English? 
What is that kind of person like? Do they pick up or avoid anything in 
learning English and how do they explain it? What do they feel great 
or bad about in learning English? Do they feel free to express 
themselves in English lessons? What kind of English speaker/user 
they aspire to? What do they do to reach that end? What subject do 
they engage most if not English? How does that subject differ from 
English? 
• How would they introduce themselves? What features of themselves 
are emphasized or avoid being brought up? 
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